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FOREWORD 
 

The jubilee year in ancient times was a year of emancipation and restoration, a special 

anniversary of an event, kept every fifty years. It carried a connotation on the one 

hand of freedom, and on the other, a new beginning. January 2015 marked the fiftieth 

year that the 1965-71 set of Government College Ibadan Old Boys Association 

stepped on the threshold that would become the first day of the rest of their journey of 

life. Young, impressionable adolescents and with freshly brewed adrenaline flowing 

through our veins, the seventy-five boys that made up the January 1965 intake into 

GCI came from different corners of the country. Average age, twelve. Various 

adjectives could describe the bunch as we tried to settle into a new life - innocent, 

apprehensive or perhaps even naive - and most of us were leaving home for the first 

time to live the regimented existence of the boarding house. Being in boarding house 

was the norm. Even one of us, whose father was on the staff of the school and 

therefore lived in the school compound, was in boarding house. 

 

It was the beginning of a journey, the course or direction of which no one knew for 

sure. We were too young to worry about that. But one thing we knew: we were in the 

school of our dreams. The interview process was intense but interesting. As 

candidates you were in residence for one week and put through a programme that 

simulates school life. Classes in the morning, siesta and games after lunch. In addition 

to Mathematics and English, you learned new subjects including French and German. 

A written exam was on Friday, followed by individual oral interviews with a panel of 

teachers. It was rigorous and thorough, and receiving an admission letter after that 

was like winning gold in the Olympics.  

 

The original January 1965 number would change slightly over the next seven years, 

with some joining from other schools each succeeding year until the more significant 

change early 1970 after many had left for Pre-degree programs in various Universities 

while others joined from other schools for the two- year Higher School Certificate 

programme. The Class of 1965 followed the 1964 Set with 100% pass in the 1969 

West African School Certificate Examinations with over 57% in Grade 1. As was the 

norm then, and contrary to what we see today, virtually all the 77 boys who sat the 

WASC in 1969 offered English, Math, Physics, Chemistry and Biology. One of us 

won the National John F Kennedy Essay Competition earlier in 1969. Many have 

gone on to be ‘movers and shakers’ in various fields of endeavour including 
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Corporate Business, Academics, Medical Sciences, Law, Religion, Engineering, 

Publishing, Agriculture, Public Service, Private Enterprise, etc. The class boasts six 

Professors, one Federal High Court Judge, two Senior Advocates of Nigeria, and a 

recipient of the National Award of Member of the Order of the Niger.  

This only attests to the goodness and favour of God over us, and the comprehensive 

nature of the GCI preparation.  

 

Fast forward fifty years. “Korogisity” (hardening/aging of body functions) has set in. 

The look of “innocence” is gone, hairlines have receded several inches (some have 

only a few strands left while others have removed every evidence they ever had a full 

head of hair) as the initial sprinkling of grey gives way to the more distinguished 

silver-head presentation. The boy has birthed the man, skin tone reflecting the many 

harmattan seasons gone by; midriffs rounded and the six-pack physique that was the 

epitome of strength and vigour yielded to a more dignifying, if contemplative pace. 

Baldness, bifocals and bulges now characterise the once vibrant lads. Young Girls and 

offspring in tow, and a full career already packed in the bag, the Boyz, as we now call 

ourselves, still share reminiscences of the old times and our journeys since GCI. Our 

meetings may not be as often as we would like them to be, but we catch up on all 

missed assemblies whenever we do meet, and make up with jokes and updates online 

as we celebrate the attainment, and excitement, of grandpa status.  

 

This compilation is to commemorate the fiftieth year since we entered the precincts 

and got inducted into the GCI family. The book features articles that capture 

experiences and reminiscences as recounted by individuals. We are living witnesses to 

the stories and it may even be that our children and grandchildren who read this will 

wonder who the players in the stories were, as they bear little semblance with who 

their dad and grandpa have become. Some of the boyz share hilarious stories of 

school days. We have also dug into the archives to share some of the writings of our 

classmates while in school, as published in The Rock, the School Magazine in those 

days. The stories tell the solid foundation that the GCI pedigree confers, and how we 

were prepared for a future and a country that was waiting to be realised. That future 

has progressively rolled in; we have lived the values inculcated in us and the 

testimony is evident. Indeed the Class of 1965 is set in gold. As it were, we came, we 

saw, and we …. 

 

Our time in GCI saw some significant transitions. The civil war broke out in 1967 

which resulted in some boyz having their education truncated for a few years.  

 

Thankfully everyone returned still burning with the GCI fire in their belly. Queen's 

School Ede was moved to Ibadan in May 1967 and located right next to GCI with a 

road built between the schools that was no more than walking distance even if a long 
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walk. This created a new 'rivalry' with St Anne's School, especially because Queen's 

School girls in Higher school classes walked across to GCI for lessons as part of 

sharing learning resources. I suspect the general neatness of the boys improved from 

that point!!  

Then in 1968, there was a change of baton at the helm. Chief J B. Ojo replaced Mr. D 

J Bullock as Principal. Both are now of blessed memory, but they each left their 

marks on the sands of time. Sadly, in 1969, we lost one of our classmates whose 

young life was terminated by death. 

 

As we look back now to GCI days, we were being prepared for a country that lost its 

way soon after we left school. A country that was not to be and is now, over forty 

years later, striving to recapture its essence, its lost glory, and get back on the path to 

realise its potential. That general malaise in the wider society manifests through the 

rapid decline in the solid of standards of GCI. 

 

We mark our jubilee year with a modest contribution to the physical development of 

our alma mater. Two residential bungalows which Vitafoam Nigeria Pic kindly 

donated on behalf of the Class Set, and the refurbishment of the ceiling of the office 

of the President of GCIOBA. Many other Class Sets have made and are making 

similar contributions and more. We believe, however, that the attention of the wider 

Old Boys Association should now turn to taking a more robust participation in the 

administration of the school through a Foundation or Trust, and to restoring the 

academic standards to the level we once knew and were proud of. The standards that 

produced a Nobel Laureate, Nuclear Physicists, Medical geniuses, Boardroom gurus, 

Legal luminaries and front runners in academia. Kids who come to GCI must dream 

again - and dream big. 

 

On the occasion of our fiftieth, we also remember our fallen colleagues who have 

passed on, and whose friendship we will cherish all of our days. We have dedicated 

space in this book to their memory. May their gentle souls rest in peace. 

 

Finally, we must place on record our gratitude to Vitafoam Nigeria Plc for the 

tremendous support in donating two buildings on behalf of the Class of 1965. 

 

In all, even though the wear and tear of time has taken its toll, we can truly say 

hitherto the Lord has helped us and we are grateful to the Almighty for His grace and 

mercy. 

 

Segun Oshinyimika 

Class Chairman  
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 From The Desk Of The National President 

 

 Wonderful bunch! 

 

 The little big men 
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From The Desk Of The National 

President, GCIOBA, Biodun Jolaoso 
 

I congratulate the wonderful boys of the 1965 Class set on their golden jubilee 

celebrations. I commiserate with them on the demise of some of their members. May 

their gentle souls rest in the Lord, amen. I also thank the boys for their support to the 

school especially for their donation of staff quarters. It is pace setting.  

 

This book compilation is very befitting, as it captures the life and times of the boys in 

the school. Government College Ibadan is an institution with an assemblage of 

characters united in focus and vision. The 1965 boys belong to the generation of 

modernites who have impacted positively on the school.  

 

The little urchins of yesteryears have metamorphosed, like several others before them, 

into responsible, responsive and good leaders, after a five, six or seven-year sojourn in 

GCI. They have turned out to become leaders at national and international levels in 

their chosen careers. The 65 set has produced Engineers, Medical Doctors, Lawyers, 

Accountants, Scientists, Agriculturists, Academics, Community Leaders, Political 

Leaders, Clergymen, among others. Several of the boys have flown the flag of 

excellence and greatness in different spheres. The journey of the boys which started in 

1965 brought together in jest and zest, some memorable events. In jest, great seeds 

were sown, great associations were made which have been carried on to date in one 

form or the other.  

 

I am delighted that our ‘65 boys have translated their humble beginnings into 

appreciable and envious success in life. Expectedly, the GCI parlance of “Boys must 

be Boys” also applied to the ‘65 boys in their days at GCI. They played pranks, which 

was a response to the essence of their time and I am sure they felt neither shame nor 

guilt about their actions, and would probably do them all over again.  

 

The success of the ‘65 boys was impelled by the GCI traditions of tenacity, discipline, 

persistence, focus, academic excellence, humility and moral fortitude. The boys have 

demonstrated all in large measures.  

 

I wish the ‘65 boys good cheer, joy and prosperity in later years.  

 

UP GCI!!!  
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Biodun Jolaoso 

 

Wonderful bunch! 
A Tribute To The Class Of 1965: from The Class Of 1964 

 

“To certify a knowledge obtained, 

Education takes more, 

Than studying to apply . . . 

What has been written in books. 

Or a selection of pre-requisites, 

To certify a knowledge obtained... 

With a sustaining of it with depths of consciousness, 

That guarantees one a successful life. 

And prepared only to make right decisions.' 

Education takes a willingness to listen, 

To observe and comprehend with discipline. 

Education takes making mistakes... 

With a hope not to repeat them again. 

And it is with common sense that one achieves wisdom. 

With a paying for it with experiences to respect. 

And not automatically given when one receives a document. 

To use as if one has been validated with awareness.” 

 

These lines by Lawrence Pertila on 'Good Education' summarise my impressions of 

the wonderful bunch of boys that joined us at Government College Ibadan in January 

1965. Wonderful bunch? 

 

A bunch, because Government College, in its hallmark tradition would bring together 

boys from varied social backgrounds: from villages, from towns and from the cities 

came one and all to be grouped together as a class to set out on a journey of a lifetime, 

together for a few years; then individually or in smaller subgroups for several other 

years until death interrupts. 

 

Wonderful aptly describes the 1965 Boys as I remember them then and now! It is 

indeed true that I have interacted very well with some of them over the years but I 

will refrain from singling out individuals for mention in this tribute because I feel the 

same way about all of them. They personify the excellence that our school stood for 

and inculcated in us all. 
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The relationship between this Class and mine has always been like that of two close 

siblings. The older one sees the younger as someone to be looked after while the 

younger sees the older as a role model to be emulated and respected.  

I have had occasions to ask some of them why they showed so much respect to my 

Class set as if the gap between us was like five years. Never mind that some bold ones 

would claim that if they had not gone to 'modern schools' before gaining admission to 

GCI, we would probably have been classmates. My advice to such people is very 

simple: in the next earth life make sure you avoid 'modern schools' but for this 

particular earth life you have to face the reality of the one year gap! 

 

Another member of this Class who happens to be from a very famous Yoruba royal 

family often consoles himself that all my classmates may be his seniors but that when 

he ascends the throne, we would all prostrate for him! His case reminds me of the 

story of a much older product of GCI, a member of one of the early sets, 1940 Class 

set to be precise. On the resumption day, he was accompanied by royal emissaries 

who bore his belongings on their heads, as the king-to-be was not to engage in menial 

domestic chores reserved for ordinary mortals. But GCI rules and traditions were no 

respecter of persons and every student was treated equally regardless of what you 

thought you would become in later life. So, the senior boys at the gate receiving the 

new entrants ordered the royal emissaries to drop the boxes and go back while the 

Form one boy carried his boxes to his assigned room. 

 

As in the opening lines to this tribute, the boys of 1965 Class set have taken what GCI 

offered us all and sustained it with a depth of consciousness that usually guarantees 

successful life! Little wonder then that most, if not all of them are successful in their 

chosen careers and many became captains of industries. The annals of giant 

organisations such as Mobil, Cadbury and Vitafoam bear testimony to the 

contributions of the representatives of the GCI 1965 Class. 

 

As you celebrate fifty years of entry to GCI, on behalf of all my classmates, I wish to 

congratulate and rejoice with you most heartily. May you all continue to reap the 

fruits of your past endeavours! Hearty congratulations! 

 

Olufemi Soewu (1964) 
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The little big men  

A salute to the Class of 65: from 1966 Set 

 
Oh - I remember the '65 set with a great deal of amusement, and also with 

considerable affection. My earliest memories of GCI and the boarding house are 

inextricably interwoven with flitting images of members of this set, especially the 

ones who were in Grier House. The really senior boys - the Form Five boys and the 

Sixth Formers - set the tone for the school, and generally carried their authority with 

an air of assured understatement, seeking to make you feel welcome. They recognised 

that many of the newcomers were leaving their parents for the first time in their lives. 

It was left to the 'little big men' to bring you to a quick and stark awareness that 

school was no bed of roses, no place for wimps, and that was just how it was. 

 

Just picture a fearsome Jengis - standing at the door of the dormitory, commanding 

you to jump down from the top of the double decker in double quick time and stand 

before him over some infraction or other. Of course an offence, to this 'senior' boy, 

was anything he deemed to be an offence, which could range from making noise to 

showing reluctance to give him some of your garri. When he addressed you, his 

English would take on the theatrical orotund manner of one of the Roman characters 

in the drama renditions the Principal - DJ would soon turn into an annual ritual of 

your life for the next several years. 

 

And Skiddy. And Becky. And the mathematical whizz of the set (at least that's what 

you overheard) who once called himself to your hearing Imef Alobija (figure that 

out). Gbenga Ogunmoyela (Prof, if you please!) 

 

Oh - there's a story that's not from Grier House. There was this black Braithwaite tank 

- remember the tank? Close to the dining hall. You would go there to fetch water 

when there was no water (if you know what I mean). Often there was a queue, and 

you would stand respectfully in your place in the line. One day, it got to what you 

thought was your turn at the tap. A big boy – he looked very tall - came in from the 

side and pushed his bucket under the tap. The timid boy was livid. 

 

'I am THERE -' you blurted out, to the hearing of all, unable to contain your sense of 

hurt, and not minding the fact that Olu Onakoya was so so tall. And in your passion, 

he rushed on, to perdition. 
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'BEFORE YOU!1 

'You see' said Olu, with a triumphant smile. 'You jabbered'. 

The timid boy looked askance. 

'It should have been 'I WAS there before you'. 

 

I honestly cannot recollect what happened after that. Olu must have fetched his water 

and gone on his way. I must have swallowed my injured pride - I always held 

language to be my forte, and my injured sense of right - and followed suit. Olu and I 

would become good friends later. 

 

GCI was a template on which countless characters developed, almost invariably 

positively, to the great benefit of society. If being in Form 2 was a first taste of power, 

the use of which had to be learned, and shaped, the ensuing years, and the experience 

of the culture and ambience of what was right and what was fair ensured that by the 

end of the sojourn, the people exiting the gates at Apata Ganga were finely rounded 

young men who would go on to set physical and moral examples of high 

accomplishment for the long-suffering people of Nigeria. You need to look no further 

than the style and substance of Olu Onakoya's attainments in Mobil to see a symbol 

that is emblematic of this class, and the GCI that now only exists in our collective 

imagination. 

 

I salute the class of 65, and wish them a glorious celebration. 

 

Femi Olugbile 

(1966) 
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Nicknames That Stuck..... 

And Those Who Got Away 

 
Nicknames in GCI were given for various reasons and often had links to surnames, 

physical attributes, behaviour in specific situations, place of origin or, sometimes, for 

no identifiable reason. Some nicknames derived from the classroom, or from 

characters described in literature texts.  

 

Charles Dickens' Great Expectations was a source of not a few nicknames. For 

example there was this character called Mr Hubble, the village wheelwright who built 

and repaired wagon wheels and was friend of Joe Gargery the blacksmith who is 

married to Pip's sister, whom Pip described as a "tough high-shouldered stooping old 

man, of a sawdusty fragrance, with his legs extraordinarily wide apart: so that in my 

short days I always saw some miles of open country between them when I met him 

coming up the lane." So anyone that had K-legs would easily be nicknamed Hubble. 

 

Another name from Great Expectations that became a nickname was John Wemmick 

the chief clerk for Jaggers. In the office, he is unemotional but at home is a caring, 

gentle man who becomes friendly with Pip. Interestingly, these nicknames and 

associated stories helped us in English literature class. 

 

Some nicknames were a corruption of the first or surname (we only used surnames in 

school), or in some cases even bore reference to siblings, especially sisters who 

invariably attended one of St Annes School, Queen's School, Yejide Girls Grammar 

School, St Teresa's College or Our Lady of Apostles. Some nicknames were apparent 

while some were not. Teachers were not spared the assignment of nicknames, and 

many of the teachers got to know the nick by which they were sign posted by the 

students. We respected our teachers then as we still do even if some have since passed 

on; so I will not recount nicknames of teachers here, lest I expose myself to the stern 

but positive discipline that has shaped our lives (including the Sunday night caning by 

DJ after the sumptuous meal of dodo), and created the GCI character pedigree in us. 

 

Some nicknames were inherited from senior brothers who were or had been in GCI 

before. The younger siblings simply had the nicknames slammed on them. Interesting 

nicknames were given to boys who appeared to have come from very humble 

backgrounds and were not familiar with things considered "modern" or cosmopolitan. 
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So an "Omé" was someone who was a country boy simpleton. Still other nicknames 

were generic for categories of boys. For example, anyone who had come from a 

community school was named an "ayo".  

Now 'ayo" was a corruption derived from AIONIAN, the brotherhood of four schools 

formed in 1930 by the founding Principals of Abeokuta Grammar School, Ibadan 

Grammar School, Ondo Boys High School, and Ijebu Ode Grammar School. IONIAN 

was formed by combining the first letters of the schools, and was for the purpose of 

conducting joint annual sports competitions and entrance examinations. The initial 

four schools later became twelve. Now none of these Ionian (ayo) schools played elite 

sports like cricket and hockey, and did not boast of sophisticated drama renditions like 

Shakespeare's works, so they were considered not at par with the likes of GCI, KC, St 

Anne's etc. 

 

Apparent nicknames were of various classes. Those that were a corruption of 

surnames include Demu for Demuren, OMak for Makanjuola, Oshii for Oshinyimika, 

Puddy for Puddicombe, Balinga for Balogun, Bablo for Babalola, Babyal for 

Babayale, Atee for Atewologun and 'A mole' for Amole. Then there was the self-

imposed Imef for the reverse of Femi etc.  

 

Other apparent ones reflected the physique, like Ishanyoju for muscular Felix 

Adeyoju (as he then was). He was said to be all muscle so much so that sunglasses 

would break apart on his face if he as much as smiled while wearing them. Oh yes, 

there was Bonè for skinny Seye Ogunrinde. Now Seye was so tiny in those days that 

it was thought he could easily break and be dismembered while attempting to run on 

the field!! There was also Ogo (pronounce aw:gur) for Lanre Dada because someone 

decided that his head had a rear extension. Lapite was said to be so dark you could 

hardy make him out in a photograph, and you needed a lantern to see him at twilight. 

Now I cannot but mention Pere. He inherited the nick from his older brothers who 

attended GCI before him. For those who don't know, Pere is short for the less elegant 

Pere Idi, which was an ingenious verbal descriptor for Jide Ogunnaike's rather robust 

backside that made his khaki shorts snug. Rumour had it that this feature was to serve 

him so well later on the hockey pitch. 

 

Non apparent nicknames were often more complicated in their derivation. So we had 

Sponky for Ogunmola, Apee for Adewuyi, Brasso for Akinlade, Ilere for Adeyemi 

whose skill as an artful dodger was legendary; and oh there was Kure, the story of 

which is best told by Kayode Oduntan himself. One moment of loss of concentration 

in class, and his tangential answer of "Mercury" to a question from the science teacher 

on an unrelated subject gave birth to the nickname. Now Kure is the corrupted short 

for mercury (work that out). It stuck instantly, and now a respected Otunba, he bears 

the nickname with pride. 
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There were nicknames that reflected other characteristics or actions. So we had Ezyu 

for Lekan Saola who was famed to be so steeped in academics he had little time (or 

interest) for anything else. Therefore, you could expect that he would "wakate" - the 

term for studying at night after the mandatory lights-out, and usually with candle or 

torch light, in the old dining room which was the rendezvous for "wakators".  

 

Somehow the nickname Ezyu initially appeared it wouldn't stick, but it did. Speaking 

about "wakators", there were stories - true or not I do not know - that some ardent 

members of the group would munch spoonfuls of dried coffee just to stay awake.  

 

There was also Bayo Shines for Bayo Ayodele who was an "all-rounder" in sports. He 

was as good on the soccer field as he was on the hockey and cricket pitches. The 

nickname was headline in Daily Times newspaper sports page report of a cricket 

match between Western State and Lagos State in the Morocco-Clarke competition, 

which Western State won, thanks to the sterling performance of Bayo and others. 
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Nicknames that stuck..... 

 
A few boyz volunteered to tell the story of the origin of their nicknames in their own 

words: 

 

Ironman (Yomi Olasimbo, 1591) 

Griersons (boys in Grier House) will remember Okanlawon a.k.a. 'Hockey', who was 

our senior. He was in the opposing team to mine during a football game on the Grier 

House field one day in 1966.  I  was  playing in  the "right full back" position as it was 

referred to then, which meant I had to keep the attackers in the opposing team away 

from our goal. As the game progressed on this particular day, I gave a very hard 

sliding tackle on Okanlawon who was bent on scoring a goal; and I was not going to 

allow him. The tackle was so hard and effective that apart from stopping his advance, 

I hurt his leg. Okanlawon exclaimed in pain "Wow this boy has iron legs o”. I was, of 

course, excited that I had, to the delight of my teammates, effectively protected my 

side from what looked like a certain goal and possible defeat. He started calling me 

'Ironman’ after that game and the nickname has stuck ever since. Looking at my 

picture as a youth, it is hard to my nickname with my baby look then. But then 

nicknames are just that. 

 

When my children were much younger and they asked me why my mates called me 

Ironman, it was an opportunity to share the memories of that day with nostalgia, but 

also to instruct them on the values of teamwork, selfless service and determination in 

the face of all odds. 

 

Eggy (Olu Onakoya, 1595) 

The real copyright to Eggy belongs to, who else, a Fielder, ever so creative and 

resourceful students even in coining nicknames. The original name was given in 

another form but the creator forgot to apply for the patent and proprietary rights. That 

opportunity was seized by another Fielder, my Tior, who modified the name and 

turned it to a nickname that has stuck and is almost as old as our golden jubilee. 

 

Time was 1965 and it was evening in the Field House quadrangle after games. The 

first rule of survival for any junior boy was not to be caught hanging around as the 

senior boys stood outside their rooms with buckets waiting for the next victim to fetch 

water for their bath. 1 had dressed up and was in my room waiting for the dining hall 

bell for dinner, 
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Then a voice rang out "Who is that boy with the egghead standing in Room 5". It was 

Adelana, a Form 5 Boy, with a steel bucket or "garawa" in his hand. I saw him, and 

heard him clearly, but I chose to ignore him, not knowing I was only trying to hide in 

plain sight. His voice rang out again, louder and more direct: "Onakoya, you egghead 

in Room 5, come over here and get me some water". At that point I knew the game 

was lost and 1 had to obey. 

 

The filled garawa was heavy for me as a Form 1 Boy, but I survived the queue at the 

main water tank, a change to another evening khaki from the water spills and made it 

to the dining room just before time for food to be "passed away". 

 

Of course my classmates and other Fielders heard Adelana and 1965. Conventional 

wisdom was not to resist the name change ... the more one tried, the faster the 

nickname stuck. I readily accepted to be called Egghead and endured the name for 

two years both on the House grounds and in classes. 

 

And then came an incident during a Chemistry Class in 1967. A trainee teacher was 

instructing us on the preparation of ammonia and the lab was filled with the 

unfriendly fumes. 

 

"Boys, can you 'hear' the smell?" he asked 

"No sir, but we can smell the gas", I replied 

'What is your name?" he asked, his voice betraying a bit of anger 

"Egghead" shouted the whole class 

I kept quiet knowing the futility of mentioning my real name in such company 

"Ok. You are an Egghead for the shape of your stupid head and the answer you gave 

me" 

 

Evening prep, as usual, was an occasion for gossip and my classroom experience 

spread rapidly. I was upset about the exchange with the teacher but my Tior, 

Odewunmi, now of blessed memory calmed me down saying, "Mun Boy, Egghead is 

too long... from today, let's call you Eggy to erase your memory of ammonia." 

 

That was how Eggy stuck till today. The nickname was inherited by my brother who 

came to GCI for Higher School. He too wears the name with pride. 
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Oyoyo (Yemi Babarinsa, 1565) 

Bablo (that's the nickname for Babalola) I think gave me that name for obvious 

reasons. Mind you, I hated it with a passion since I had had to engage in some hard 

knuckle combat before my GCI days with neighbourhood kids, not friends, in Campos 

area of Lagos for calling me "oyinbo." 

 

That name "oyoyo" and its precursor "oyinbo", could have been the reason that I was 

psychologically attracted to girls who were of the not-so-light skinned variety as I 

was. I decidedly only was involved with darker complexioned girls. Don't get me 

wrong I was friends with all but only could be serious with my "chocolate" or "dark 

coffee" angels. 

 

I remember Bablo and Skiddy (Akingbade) always calling me "Oyoyo" but I suspect 

Skiddy was happier because he would have been "Oyoyo” if I wasn't a 'Grier son1. 

Anyway, no one really called me by my name, Yemi. There was and is only one and 

only "Oyoyo" Oshii, (Oshinyimika) would have loved that name, but you Carr House 

boys have no imaginations like the Grier sons. 

 

Woodpecker (Sammy Oso, 1600) 

Well, I must thank Dr. 'Tunde Babalola (Bablo Picasso) for the origin of my 

nickname, Woodpecker. I believe he felt that I was a pest and was always trying to get 

involved in every activity in those days, not minding the fact that I was 'challenged in 

size’. I was somewhat tiny and, as always, believed that since we were all classmates, 

I had a right to participate and be heard. I guess that still describes me! 

 

Bablo was not happy with this and he felt that I talked too much, hence he called me 

Woodpecker. This was while we were in Class 1 in 1965. We were both in Grier 

House and in the same Class arm - 1A. 

 

The name has stuck since then and I enjoy being called 'Ojegi -Yoruba version' or 

'Woodpecker’ by my mates and seniors up till now. 
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…And those who got away 

 
Nicknames were commonplace, but some managed to survive in school without 

nicknames at all or without nicknames that stuck. Examples are Towo Aderemi, 

Bambo Adesanya, Derin Adewumi, Muyiwa Aduroja, Bunmi Ajala, Niyi Ashaolu, 

Jare Awoseyi, Seyi Banjoko, Gbenga Ibikunle, Tokunbo Ogunbiyi, Kola Ogunlana, 

Kunle Olaopa, Bunmi Olunuga, Bunmi Oni, Ayo Ogunsola, Rotimi Onifade, Jobi 

Ososanya and Yemi Smith.  

 

Well, as for Yemi Smith who was an "ajebutter" and spoke or understood little 

Yoruba, he once recounted how his bicycle had a mechanical problem. In his now-

famed attempt at Yoruba, he said "ese ndun keke mi" which literally would translate 

something like 'my bicycle has an injury in its leg'. It's incredible that no nickname 

was coined out of this. Lucky guy. How these boys managed to escape being 

nicknamed is hard to tell. Some escaped because they could easily deflect any attempt 

to give them a nickname, and in one or two cases, they themselves acquired and 

publicised a nickname to replace one they did not like. Fortunately, or unfortunately, 

for those who got away then, it is now too late to earn a nickname. What a pity! 

 

Whichever way, assigning and calling friends by their nicknames was fun among the 

boys; and has not been any less interesting even as we have grown into grandfathers. 

Nicknames still ring out at any gathering of Old Boys today. 

 

Attempting to resist a nickname back in school was usually a big mistake. The more 

you resisted, the more the name stuck. There were boys, usually called "pests" who 

ensured that with regular taunting, a hated and resisted nickname was entrenched. 

What to do? Well, simply enjoy it, and find a way to give someone else a nickname 

and see if it sticks. 
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Those Returning... 

 
The last assembly in any year was always laden with emotions. The school year ran 

from January to December so the last assembly was also a time to look forward to the 

holidays and Christmas. Promotion exams over, it was also a time to look forward to 

the next class.  

 

If you were in Class I, the following year was your first taste at not being the most 

junior, and the one to be sent to fetch water, buy 'igbinacho' (the name for a small loaf 

of bread sold at Mr Oloko's) or scrub the bathrooms and "bush lavatories". Even 

though you still had perhaps another year on the double decker, you had a chance to 

sleep on the lower bunk rather than have to climb to the upper bed every night.  

 

If you were in Class II and in Field House, you looked forward to being assigned a 

'boy' the following year, who you were to teach the House rules, coach for boarding 

house living, and prepare for the House Test. If you were in Class III, moving on to 

Class IV carried the extra magic that you were going to the senior class, you would 

start the proper science subjects and carried the big text books: Nelkon and Parker for 

Physics, Lambert for Chemistry and Ogunlade and Kimball for Biology. Class IV was 

also the year you qualified for grey trousers which was the official outfit for "formal" 

school events like going to the stadium, or attending the end-of-school year party 

a.k.a. Endo. 

 

One feature of the last assembly was the hymn from Songs of Praise, the school 

hymnal. The hymn is a prayer all the way through and most appropriate for the 

occasion. The first stanza reads: 

 

Lord, dismiss us with Thy blessing, 

Thanks for mercies past received; 

Pardon all, their faults confessing; 

Time that's lost may all retrieve; 

May Thy children, May Thy children; 

Ne'er again, Thy Spirit grieve. 

 

But the part that really marked me was the last verse. It evoked the most emotions as 

it dawned on us that indeed everyone assembled might never meet again on this side 

of eternity: 
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Let Thy father-hand be shielding, 

All who here shall meet no more; 

May their seed-time past be yielding, 

Year by year a richer store; 

Those returning, Those returning, 

Make more faithful than before. 

 

Indeed that was the last time ever, that all the boys gathered there would ever be 

together again. For some, that was the last time they saw each other. Boys went from 

there to experience life at a different level. We would each make life choices and see 

the consequences of those choices. 

 

As we sang the penultimate line of the last verse, "Those returning, Those returning", 

the graduating boys would look around at those returning as if to say, 'you boys had 

better behave yourselves; bear the GCI flag proudly and carry on the best of traditions 

of the school.’ 

 

Looking back now, each generation coming into Class V made it a point to be the best 

they could be, and turn in good grades in the West African School Certificate exams. 

As the WASC results came in, the issue was not if everybody passed or whether 

anybody failed to offer English and Mathematics as part of the eight or nine subjects 

entered for the exam. It was how many people in the class came out with Aggregate 6, 

the highest ranking in those days which meant an A in each of the best six subjects. 

 

Indeed, "those returning" each year made it a point to bear the GCI flag of excellence 

ever higher than their predecessors. It was a healthy competition. I wonder what 

happens in the same GCI today? 

 

Bunmi Oni 
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Good Old Days... 

 
The scanned documents on this page (courtesy Yomi Olasimbo) speak volumes of the 

good old days. The Boarding and Tuition fees for a Term in 1966 was £16 which 

translates to £48 per year. This covered full boarding and ensured supply of books, 

school uniform and evening wear, games dress and swimming trunks, as well as 

access to sporting equipment and a well-stocked library. 

 

 

 
 

We have also dug out the minutes of the Parents/Teachers Association of December 

1965. It is such a delight to read through the attendance list, and unknown to us then, 

recall the commitment of our parents in seeing to our wellbeing and monitoring our 

progress in school. Our parents stretched themselves to give us the sound GCI 

education. We salute them again, even if posthumously. 
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The 1969 West African School Certificate Exam 

French Result 

 
In our French class of 1969 we had the brilliant ones who had a good grasp of the 

language and there were about five of us who only kept on with French because we 

wanted to fulfil our quota of eight subjects for the West African School Certificate 

Exams. The class distribution of proficiency with the language must have reflected 

the standard bell curve, with most people being average or a little better. The few 

smart ones at the top helped those of us at the bottom, but we the laggards mostly 

lacked interest. My first encounter with the language was during the interview which 

lasted one week in those days. We had classes for four days and then exams on the 

final day followed by oral interviews. I don't remember how many French lessons we 

had during the interview week, but we learnt some exciting key words. For the first 

time, I learnt to pronounce Bonjour. 

 

We were not so good in the subject and scored pretty low in the tests and 

examinations. Mr. Adeyeye, our French teacher, told that group of five that he was 

sure we were all going to score F9 in the WASC examination. 

 

Fast forward to 1970, the results were released. I went joyfully to Mr. Adeyeye and 

told him "I am very happy, sir". He asked why I was so happy. I told him that his 

prediction of F9 in French did not come to pass for me. He asked what my grade was 

and I said P8. He asked why that made me happy and I replied 'because I PASSED 

and did not fail as he predicted.' Only then did he congratulate me. 

 

-Yomi Olasimbo 
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Dahomey French Trip 

 
I remember with nostalgia our French class trip to Benin Republic in 1969, in 

company of our classmates from Queens School Ibadan and two girls from African 

Church Grammar School, Ibadan. The boys who were on this trip will remember the 

journey in our famous Black Maria driven by Alansaka from Ibadan, through Lagos 

and Idi-Iroko to Cotonou. We studied for one week with the students of L'Ecole 

Secondaire Protestante. The presence of girls among us made the trip a very exciting 

one.  

 

One of the highlights was our visit to the floating village of Abomey. We travelled in 

two groups and in two boats. As the pilots of the two boats raced with each other, the 

boat I was in nearly capsized, which was a fearful experience. I also remember that 

the menu featured "exotic" meals like macaroni and cheese, which was a delicacy. 

 

The trip was rounded up with a party on the eve of our departure. During the party, I 

was offered some sweet drink by Mr. Adeyeye instead of the beer that most of our 

boys were drinking. After one glass of the wine, I got on the dancing floor to dance 

with one of the Queens School girls. I suddenly realised that the floor was 'dancing' 

with us in see-saw motion. I did not understand the sensation at first. On sitting down 

after the dance, the sensation of drowsiness continued. Then I asked Mr Adeyeye 

whether the drink he gave me was alcoholic and he said it was Dubonnet wine. It was 

my first time of drinking wine and did not realise wine could make one that tipsy. 

 

I got up and went straight to bed, our rooms were luckily the next floor to the dancing 

floor. I had a deep sleep and woke up the next day knowing what it means to be tipsy 

with alcohol. That was the first and last time I ever had the experience of being 

'drunk'. Thanks to my being naive, and thanks Mr Adeyeye for the induction. 

 

Yomi Olasimbo 
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Anger!!! 

 
Inter-house sports competitions were a big deal in GCI. The frenzy was usually far 

more than when GCI played against other schools. Houses competed for laurels in 

athletics, soccer, hockey, and cricket; and oh the pride of winning the trophy. 

 

The finals of the inter-house hockey tournament in 1965 was a particularly high-pitch 

one. Field House was playing Swanston and it was the second successive year the two 

Houses were meeting in the final. Swanston House had won in 1964, so the 1965 

game was going to be a grueling match. Both teams featured stars. Indeed the entire 

GCI hockey team comprised mostly boys from both houses. The Field House 1965 

team was full of stars ... Smith, Osofisan, Osibo, Jerome, Somade (the tallest guy in 

entire school, including students and staff), Oyejide, Adelana, Onayinka, Adegbayibi, 

etc., 

 

After prep on the eve of the match, Femi Osofisan addressed us in the prep room. A 

literary giant at the time, he had a good command of English, and had composed the 

Field House Song. The address that evening focused on the match the following day. 

Osofisan said he was in revenge mode and that we had to win the Hockey Shield. He 

then told us that anytime the ball was passed to him, we should all scream ANGER!, 

and that once he heard that, he was heading for goal. 

 

In compliance with Osofisan's instructions, there was a relentless shout of 'Anger’ 

from the side lines, and indeed Ososfisan played his heart out. Field House won the 

match by a narrow margin and the celebration that greeted the Shield later that 

evening was thunderous. 

 

Bunmi Oni 
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When The Bugger Was Bugged 

 
There was a soft-sell College Magazine in those days called the 'College  Gossip'.   

This was  a  magazine  specially published to checkmate students who generally 

misbehaved or exhibited acts of misdemeanour or, in GCI colloquial parlance, 

"Ibara".  

 

Now "ibara" was the shortened form of "ibara eni je" and was aptly applied to any act 

of misbehaviour that was deemed uncivilised or against the norms of the society and 

ethos of the school. The interesting thing was that this magazine was supposed to be 

circulated strictly locally, i.e. only within GCI, but every student knew that as soon as 

the publication came out, you would find the magazine in some of the well known 

Girls' Schools like St Anne's School, Yejide Girls Grammar School, both in Molete, 

St Theresa's College in Oke-Ado, St Louis in Mokola, Our Lady of Apostles (O.L.A.) 

in Odo- Ona, not to talk of Queen's School beside us in Apata Ganga, before we saw 

it ourselves. 

 

Many boys had sisters or girlfriends in one or the other of those girls' schools. For this 

reason boys tried hard to make sure that any act of "Ibara" was either kept from public 

view or suppressed so it did not make it to the gossip magazine. This magazine was  

therefore  pretty effective  in  checking bad behaviour or the excesses of the well 

known rascals in the school. Also most boys tended to befriend members of the 

editorial board so that they could influence them to suppress any stories that might 

make headlines, even if they had messed up and also if they were interested in putting 

somebody else on the spot. 

 

People who had stories written about them or who were the subject of a cartoon strip 

were said to have been "bugged". Of course, it was painful to be bugged, as the story 

made rounds for the whole term or more, and could be the source of a nickname. 

"BB" was the editor this particular year, while I was a member of the editorial board 

and more importantly the cartoonist. I wielded some kind of power at this period and 

people tended to avoid misbehaving around me, especially after I had cartooned a 

classmate, who was in the same room with me. 

 

It happened that I felt the editor had committed an act of "Ibara" that would make an 

interesting read for our target readers but how would you put this in a magazine that 

had to be edited by him. So before the editorial board meeting I had told some 

members that we were going to bug the editor and they agreed.  
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At the meeting we allowed the editor to preside over the selection of the articles and 

cartoons that would be published and I, with another member, took them to the 

school's main office, where the articles were typed, the cartoons transferred to stencils 

before being cyclostyled. 

 

Usually when the magazine came out (don't remember now whether Thursday of 

Friday) there was a flurry of activities as boys ran helter-skelter all over the 

compound making fun of those who had been bugged. You can now imagine the 

outburst when boys found out that the editor himself had been bugged. This was 

tantamount to a coup d'etat and of course there was no denying the fact that the editor 

knew the source because the said article was accompanied by a cartoon which could 

only have been drawn by me. How I escaped being lynched by this guy was a 

mystery. I guess if the situation were to repeat itself. I wouldn’t try it again, ever. 

 

Segun Oshinyimika 
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Osemeikhian or Oshinyimika 
 

By the rules and regulations of Government College Ibadan, students were barred 

from going into the teachers’ quarters including the adjoining boys quarters, but as 

they say “boys must be boys”.  

 

A combination of normal youthful exuberance and some spurt of testosterone in the 

blood of young boys emboldened some group of students, notable amongst whom 

were Segun Oshinyimika, Biodun Sadipe, Late Yomi Agboola, Derin Adewumi and a 

host of others to break this rule. It was a kind of “huckleberryfinic” adventure when 

the aforementioned students decided to take a trip close to the residential quarters of 

the school teachers to pluck almond fruits. The targeted area was in the premises of 

Mr. Hughes (a Canadian Peace Corps Member) who was then teaching at the school.  

 

On arrival at the place, the boys swung into action. Some of them climbed the almond 

tree plucking the fruits for those on the ground to collect. Suddenly, there was a shout 

coming from Mr. Hughes, demanding to know which people were out there disturbing 

his peace while having his siesta. Students on the ground took to their heels while 

those on the tree hurriedly jumped down and followed suit. Interestingly, Mr. Hughes’ 

house was located around midway along the road that connects the main G.C.I. road 

(the road coming from the main gate) with the road that runs adjacent to African 

Church Grammar School (which runs by Grier house). This is the road that could be 

described as the middle part of the famous figure eight road network of G.C.I. The 

students fleeing from the scene heaved a sigh of relief, thinking they had escaped 

from Mr. Hughes, not knowing that he was having a visiting Canadian friend who was 

tall and huge in stature and must have been an athlete. This visitor ran in pursuit of the 

fleeing students who branched into the nearby bush. Sensing imminent danger, I hid 

myself behind a small bush from where I could observe the man wheeze past like 

thunderbolt after Sadipe and others.  

 

Some five minutes later from my hiding spot I saw Sadipe nabbed by the collar of his 

shirt by this huge man coming straight at me and with a deep and husky voice shouted 

in my direction as if he knew I was there: “Hey you hiding in the bush, come out now 

before I get hold of you”. Out of fear, I came out from my hiding place and the man 

took the two of us to Mr. Hughes’ house, where we were mandated to give our names 

and the names of our collaborators.  

 

We thus obliged especially myself, who was a bit of a “jogor” (slow and naive) at that 

time, gave my name and those others involved.  
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As per tradition, later at the house assembly after prep, the names of the adventurous 

students were mentioned for the stipulated punishment for the offence committed. It 

was however shocking that when the names were read out, probably because Mr 

Hughes and his friend had difficulty with Nigerian names and writing from the way 

Oshinyimika sounded in their ears, they wrongly wrote down “Osemika”  

 

It was an irony of fate that upon seeing the name, the school prefects unanimously 

agreed that it could only have been Osemeikhian (nickname Ose) that must have 

committed the offence along with other boys due to the fact that he had been known 

to be rascally in the school, while Oshinyimika, who was known to be a well behaved 

boy (won the price for Neatest & Best Behaved Boy in Carr House in 1969) was 

assumed not to have been involved. 

  

This was how Oshinyimika escaped punishment for an offence, which the others 

served, while Osemeikhian was punished for something he knew nothing about. Did I 

apologise? Well, Ose, not to worry. I’m sorry, but I admire you to this day for bearing 

the punishment and we remain friends.  

 

Segun Oshinyimika 
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Escaping JBO's cane 

 
Sunday evenings at GCI were well known for the "succulent Dodo" that was the meal 

in our dining hall. The other feature of Sunday evenings was the presence of the 

Principal at meal with us. The GCI rule was to eat with fork and knife.  

 

However, in my Lower Sixth Form, I had developed a bad habit of eating all meals 

with one small spoon. One Sunday evening in 1970, I was busy eating Dodo with my 

spoon, as usual, when Ogundere (a School Prefect, I don't remember if he was Head 

of Carr House) went round the dining hall and noticed my choice of cutlery. He 

demanded I handed over the spoon. Of course, I refused in order not to be disgraced 

in the presence of junior boys. He reported to the then Principal, JBO Ojo, who told 

me to see him in his office the next day, Monday morning. The Principal mentioned 

that he had asked Ogundere to announce that it was forbidden for anyone to use spoon 

to eat after seeing me a week earlier. Unfortunately, I was not in the dining hall when 

the announcement was made. 

 

Monday morning, I reported to the Principal's office as he was going to attend to 

some issue, so he said I should wait for him. I waited for about 30 minutes and took a 

very atypical gamble by leaving JBO's office. My gamble paid off, our dear JBO had 

forgotten and he never remembered the issue anymore. Narrow miss!!  

 

Yomi Olasimbo 
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The Historic Baton Change 
 

The year was 1968 and the Class of 65 was in Class 4. We were by now senior boys 

and were well versed in the GCI traditions. In the outside world, Nigeria was in the 

pangs of a raging civil war. The radio jingles had started to ring loud: "To keep 

Nigeria one is a task that must be done" 

 

A new acronym had been coined for General Gowon, the then Head of State: Go On 

With One Nigeria. A few of our classmates had unavoidably left for the East due to 

the uncertainties of the times. The rapid sequence of events in the preceding two years 

were such that you just did not know what could come next. The coup d'etats and 

counter coups had left not a few national and regional leaders dead or unaccounted 

for. And now what started as police action had metamorphosed into a full blown war. 

The nation now had to learn to expect the unexpected; and so everyone had to learn 

what to do in the event of a bomb landing near you. The Nigerian Civil Defence 

Corps was recruiting people in large numbers. A similar thing was happening in the 

east, though we had to make do with the stories that came through official channels. 

 

Then came the announcement in school. DJ was leaving. Was he returning to his 

native UK or being transferred to another school? 'The details did not matter. DJB had 

been Principal since 1959 and so everyone in the school in 1968 had only known DJ. 

He had a way with the boys. For example the Class I Time Table featured what was 

called Principal's Time, I guess for want of any other description. And this lesson 

occurred once a week and only in the first term, and DJ took the lesson personally. 

We did not know it then, but the sole purpose of the PT was for DJ to get to know the 

boys individually. And know them he did. By the second term of your first year, DJ 

would call you by name wherever he met you – on the sports field, in the library or 

the dining hall. We got to know and love him even though he sometime whacked you 

bare bottom after dinner on Sunday night if you had accumulated three 'Detentions' or 

committed some other infraction deserving of the cane. 

 

His swagger as he took the final bend on the corridor to enter the Assembly Hall 

every morning was legendary. And soon some Heads of School had the same swagger 

as they led DJ into the assembly. DJ was passionate about theatre. The school stage 

renditions of Shakespeare's works were talk-of-the-town. The Chapel. He simply 

donned his academic gown and, pronto, here comes the priest. I don't now recall how 

his homilies went, but service was something we enjoyed. There were guest preachers 

when we had Confirmation service or other special events. But otherwise, DJ took the 

Chapel. 
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And so the announcement came that DJ was leaving. The boys would hear none of it. 

I do not recall who led it or where the idea came from, but we embarked on a hunger 

strike. Stories went out that DJ's transfer - now we knew it was a transfer - was 

something motivated by certain political manipulations. That infuriated the boys even 

more. A couple days later, the then Vice Principal Mr. A.T.O. Odunsi addressed the 

assembly to calm things down and restore school routine. "You are eggs", he said, as 

he chastised us for daring to contemplate a hunger strike. "If you fall on a stone, you 

break. If a stone falls on you, you break". At the end of his speech, we then got more 

details of the impending change at the helm. DJ was indeed leaving on transfer to the 

Ministry of Education, and in his place we would have Mr. (later Chief) J.B.O. Ojo, 

who himself was an Old Boy. Only then was there a sigh of relief. 

 

Over the next few weeks and months, we got to know the new man - soft spoken, 

consummate sports enthusiast and music lover, but not the same passion about theatre 

as DJ. We got to know JB (as we called him) and couldn't miss the difference between 

his accent and that of DJ. The phrase 'Bend over, my boy' was characteristic of DJ, 

especially in the way he expressed it. This was a common phrase on Sunday evening 

caning session in his office, as he admonished the receiver to bend over after pulling 

his pants down for a 'bare-bottom’ treatment. It did not take us too long to notice that 

JB's style of administration was different, but no less effective, and in time, things 

went back to normal; everyone got used to the new. 

 

The one lesson that the episode left for every student was that change is an integral 

part of life, and that change is an important and necessary ingredient for progress. 

This was a lesson that would serve us through the rest of our lives. 

Bunmi Oni 
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An Awesome Privilege 

 
Those early days in the year 1965 were quite wonderful as we were all young and 

innocent. Our backgrounds were as varied as our faces, very divergent socially, 

economically, and culturally. But there was a common denominator: our goal was to 

obtain the best secondary education from a premium school under the masterful 

leadership of DJB and his fantastic team of teachers and administrative staff. 

 

The first day remains ever fresh in my memory. We new students had just been 

dropped by our various parents and guardians, and we were ushered to our various 

rooms by some old students. I was in Field House, the best of the four houses in the 

school. As expected, everyone looked for his old primary schoolmates and friends 

from previous schools or acquaintances from several interviews at some 

schools/colleges around. Just imagine the orderliness and level of organisation in 

those days!! 

 

Then came the evening when we were to have our bath. Of course, we went in 

batches. While some of us were treading the ground softly, softly, some were more 

confident either because they were rascally or because they had brothers already in 

school! Yours truly belonged to the first group. Trust me, we had been given the 

lectures of our lives by our parents not to disgrace them under whatever 

circumstances. "Don't fight. Don't steal. Don't break rules. You are being sent to 

school to go and read; nothing else or less". 

 

And we were there, chatting with one another as we were having our bath. Then the 

unexpected happened. For whatever reason there was a challenge fuelled by the 

rascals between two of us that apparently were the smallest and shortest in the group. 

The more outspoken of these two smallies underestimated the other one, who had 

been a rough area fighter. The former had a very senior brother he boasted about 

while the latter had none!!! To cut the long story short, the two locked in a wrestling 

match, and the latter floored the former, even hitting his head on the concrete floor! 

And everyone scrammed, except the two of us, wailing accusations and counter 

accusations. Some boys later returned with some senior guys though! 

 

That was the first lesson. Because the injury required some treatment, the news spread 

round the house such that the latter boy became a marked man when all the old 

students resumed. He was taunted by Class 2 and Class 3 boys possibly because of his 

tough/rough attitude. To complicate matters, his tior (teacher) was a member of the 

"mafia". They were notorious, hard and wicked. Boy, they were like real gangsters!!! 

You had to fear them.  
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The small "bush" boy was so detested by his tior that he never bothered to tell or 

advise him on how to get materials for the preparation of the house test. How the boy 

passed the test and in a good position was totally unbelievable, even to the tior's 

gang!! But that broke the iceberg, because, from then on, he became his tior's pride. 

 

Days became weeks, weeks became months, and months turned into years. We had 

become very admirable teenagers, well cultured and with great potentials in arts and 

science. Despite our differences, we saw ourselves as equals, no complex whatsoever. 

We were all Nigerians without any tribalistic undertone. We were taught to respect 

one another and to be our brother's keeper. The greatest foundation of life was built at 

the best school of all time in Nigeria - the Original GCI. THIS IS WHAT WE ARE 

CELEBRATING!!! 

 

Things are completely different today. Nigeria, like any nation, has metamorphosed. 

She has had her highs and lows, times of great glory and times of utter shame. The 

military intervention, the Civil War, the dispensations of democratic rule have 

severely impacted on the fragile nation. Opinions differ on whether the olden days are 

far better than the present time, but I believe that change has always been and will 

continue to be. How we manage it is what determines whether yesterday is better than 

today or vice versa. But the glory of the latter house shall be greater than that of the 

former. Nil desperandum. Let's never despair. Yes, it is bad, so bad; but we must keep 

hope and faith alive. Believe, and never stop believing that tomorrow will be better. 

We shall overcome was the common song sung in the days of the great Dr. Martin 

Luther King. We are living witnesses of the truism and the actualisation of the 

American dream even though challenges have not relented. Surely, we shall 

overcome! 

 

I am very privileged and proud to have had the unique opportunity to have attended 

GCI at its prime, and particularly to be a member of this very special 65/71 Set. What 

aren't we blessed with? If Nigeria or, for that matter, the whole world were to be filled 

with multiples of this set, there would have been no ISIS, Boko Haram or terrorism, 

no corruption, indiscipline, injustice, breakdown of infrastructures, and so on. Are we 

perfect? Far from that, but we are thoroughbred, sane and highly disciplined. We've 

got true values, and are not easily compromised. Should I say more? Had I been a 

good writer like some of us, maybe. 

 

Lest I forget, those two 'smallies' of those yesteryears are no longer smallies o!! They 

have since grown up. Though not endowed physically in the vertical dimensions, God 

has highly favoured them. One is a great servant and minister of God today and the 

other is moi. God bless us all. God bless GCI. 

Lekan Saola (EZYU) 
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Grier House of Our Time 

 
Prior to our time (1965) Grier House had the greatest number of rascally boys which 

earned us the notorious nickname of Grier Mugs. D.J Bullock, the Principal decided 

to put the very small boys in Grier House where the average height in Grier was 4feet 

as against other Houses that had boys who were big enough to husband wives. The 

move as laudable as it was, of course reduced rascality to the barest minimum but 

equally had serious effects on our performance on the field of sports. As soon as the 

big boys left Grier in 1966 we were left with Lilliputians, no trophies adorned our 

Visitors' Room any more. Grier House became a laggard on the field of sports. 

 

In 1965, we were on top of many sports, we won Junior Soccer, Senior Soccer, both 

Junior and Senior Relay trophies, Junior and Senior table tennis trophies. In 1966, we 

managed to win the Athletics Shield and many more. 

 

There was an event in 1965 that will remain ever green in the memories of Carr 

House and Grier House boys. This was the Junior Soccer match. Grier House 

qualified by beating Field House our next door neighbour who were not very known 

for football but very good in hockey where each year at least seven of their boys 

would be in the School Team. Carr House made a mincemeat of Swanston House, a 

next door neighbour to Carr House too in the Semifinal. The final match was now 

between Grier & Carr. In 1965, Carr House had almost all the Boys representing the 

School in Mosquito Team therefore it was assumed that whatever happened, they 

would beat Grier House hands down. 

 

Some even came with baskets with which Grier would pack goals home. They 

paraded boys like Niyi Badmus, who had been playing for the School team from his 

first year in Government College, There were others like Adisa Salami (Gedu) who 

became Disco in UCH Ibadan; others were Nat Oshibodu, renowned for his 

remarkable head control of the ball, a talent he shared with the famous Garrincha of 

Brazil (Joy of the People) and regarded as one of the greatest players of all time. They 

also had Obioha, smallish with remarkable ball control and beautiful dribbling skills. 

Also in the team was my late friend Victor Amusan, as well as Muyiwa Koya, Jerry 

Gold and Biodun Jolaoso our current National Chairman. Deen Babyal manned the 

goal. 

 

Grier House paraded fewer stars like Sofeso, Olubajo (Bazuaye), Lamidi and Oyelese. 

The centre referee was no other than Mr. Adeoti (History Master) and a no nonsense 

teacher. He became a Lawyer before He died in the 70s.  
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At halftime, score line was one goal aside while on resumption the game became 

more tense because of pressure on Carr House boys who had thought it was going to 

be a feast of goals. Towo Aderemi, who was the smallest and probably the youngest 

in the Grier House team was carried out of the pitch under 20 minutes after a rough 

tackling by late Victor Amusan apparently telling Towo that it's a game for men not 

for boys. I was on the reserve bench. Grier House Boys cheered the most, led by cheer 

leader Jefficila Adegbite (now late) chanting and singing to cheer the team. Any late 

comer to the arena would in fact think Grier House was leading. The entire second 

half was played on Grier's half with explosive shorts coming from all angles but Osita 

Anerobi stood between Carr House and the coveted trophy. He punched and dived, 

making breathtaking and almost unbelievable saves as if he had eight arms to save 

almost every shot at goal. His feat on this day brought back fond memories of legend 

Lev Yashin, the Soviet-Russian football goalkeeper considered by many to be the 

greatest keeper in the history of the game, having saved more than 150 penalty kicks 

and who in 1963 won the Ballon d'Or, the only Goalie ever to receive the award. 

 

With a few minutes left to the end of the game, came the miracle of Apata Ganga. 

Unlike the miracle of Damman 1989, where the Flying Eagles were trailing by 4-0 

with few minutes to the end and Nigeria fought back to equalize 4-4 in the space of 

30minutes, probably the greatest come back in the history of World football till date, 

ours was a case of "it is not over until it is over." 

 

A powerful shot taken outside Grier's eighteen by the team Captain Sofeso, not aimed 

at any particular place but to ward off the ferocious attacks from Carr House saw the 

ball deflected into the opponent's net. The cheer was thunderous. A few moments left 

in the match. This was the final. Victory was in sight for Grier House. And then the 

whistle went signalling the end of the match. Sofeso was carried shoulder high. Carr 

House giants were distraught. It was unbelievable. 

 

Prep that evening in Grier House was noisy as we were still basking in the euphoria of 

the victory. It was one victory we hardly expected, but well deserved. It was also a 

victory to savour for a long time, as we won no major tournament for the next few 

years. 

 

Tunde Babalola 
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GCI As Leveller 

 
Even the youngest of us in 1965 turned Diamond well ahead of 2015. But by the 

timeless ticking clock and ageless calendar of GCI, we are all only fit to be 

Golden...and Boys for that matter. It's fifty years since we entered the Great School, 

and that's all that matters now. We may be in our 60s, have become GrandPas or even 

choose to call ourselves Boyz, but Boys we will forever remain by the evergreen 

traditions of GCI. 

 

GCI has often been described as a school for the privileged, but in reality, it was 

nothing of the sort. The only privilege conferred was the cerebral ability of its 

students, properly tested and validated. Nothing more. The Great School was indeed 

more of a leveller. 

 

And this was demonstrated from the very beginning. The entry level process was the 

most even, competitive, transparent and rigorous talent-spotting exercise ever 

designed and flawlessly implemented for pre-teens anywhere in Nigeria at that time. 

Not sure it has been replicated ever since, given the state of our country today. After 

scaling the common entrance examination, the five-day on-site interview was the real 

test to select the best of the best. The process, thoroughly calibrated for accuracy and 

consistent outcomes, would make today's corporate giants and professional talent 

hunters jealous. That was the GCI of my Class Set interview in 1964! For fairness, 

novelty and equity, we were taken through subjects that we had never been taught 

before. Suddenly, the 'extra lessons in English and Arithmetic' arranged by your 

primary school headmaster and gladly paid for by Mum and Dad 'to prepare you for 

Government College' became of little or no help. 

 

The on-site interview subjects were Binary Maths and French! And you had five days 

to be tested for comprehension, intellect, confidence and speed. At that stage it was 

really between you and your brain ... not much Dad's status or contacts or Mum's 

effectiveness as a prayer warrior could do. 

 

We all came from diverse backgrounds and parental means but success in that process 

and gaining admission into Class One was the visa needed to cross the famous School 

Gate at Apata Ganga. And it was our welcome and first introduction to the world of 

GCI as Leveller, There were many more to come. 

 

In our individual Houses, we lived together as one, from the fag to the sixth former. 

True, there were bunk beds for juniors and singles for seniors but we lived in the same 

room, except for sixth formers and prefects who had separate dorms.  
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The uniform was truly uniform; the school brand for classes and grey khaki drills for 

evening wear. All were in shorts with no exceptions, until 1968 when grey trousers 

were allowed for fifth and sixth formers for ceremonial wear outside school. 

 

And no matter the status, we all shared the same prep room, attended the compulsory 

House Assembly and roll call at 9.00pm. Some flexibility was allowed for individual 

response to the roll call, ranging from a diffident 'Here’ from juniors, to an assertive 

'Hiya' from most seniors and a loud and defiant 'Hior from a small group of 

irredeemable customers of DJB's Sunday evening caning sessions. We called 

ourselves by surname with a gentle 'Please' added for seniors. It was a sacrilege to use 

the prefix 'Senior’ to a surname and this was often visited with sanctions including 

endless mockery and even a house fine! Many Boys who joined from other schools 

after Class One paid the fines and adjusted rapidly. The greatest leveller was the 

House of Commons to which all had to bow and respect as the structure of most 

utility for bio breaks on the house grounds. 

 

In sports, especially athletics, every student was important. No one was 

disenfranchised for size, from the tiniest to the most muscular. The standard point 

scoring system ensured that every student could score for the House once the basic 

threshold was met. Whether classified as Junior A, Junior B or Senior, you had a 

chance to compete freely, represent your House and score points towards contributing 

to a cumulative total. Sports was not only for the Stars. Everybody woke up at 5.00am 

for the jogging and exercise harmattan run irrespective of status, except of course the 

sick and infirm. 

 

Our set had some silver spoons … real ones for effect. We had four princes, two in 

1965 and another two who joined us in sixth-form 1970. They were from the Ooni, 

Awujale, Alake and Ikale dynasties, each with a genuine claim to a future throne. 

Despite their royal birth, they went through the selection process with us commoners 

but left their silver spoons and blue blood behind in the palaces before coming over to 

GCI. The dining hall brought us together three times daily and being a prince did not 

protect you from being a mess boy or using the same 'panda' (cheap aluminium) 

spoons with the rest of us. When they participated in physical sports and inevitably 

got injured, red blood flowed from their veins, not blue. 

 

For the Ooni, who was also the Governor-General of Western Nigeria, seeing him 

visit his son on open days in his Rolls Royce and resplendent in his majestic robes 

was an event in itself. In our early days, it was common to gather around to admire 

the gleaming Rolls Royce, parked elegantly in Grier House, all decked in our chaka 

(shoeless) feet with his son joining us in similar modesty.  
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Despite his royal pedigree, the Prince was comfortably shoeless amongst his mates 

and in deference to GCI as leveller, the Ooni never scolded him for being 'unprincely' 

attired. He would give us a royal blessing and encourage us to face our studies. He 

must have gotten the leveller message for, on subsequent visits, he left his Rolls 

behind at Agodi and came in his shining but less well-appointed Chevrolet or long-

finned Pontiac. 

 

But even as leveller, GCI brought us up in the best of its traditions and to the highest 

standards of excellence. We were exposed to the same opportunities but allowed to 

develop each to the best of his talents, subject of course, to a minimum below which 

none must drop. Our education was well rounded and complete and went beyond the 

'hardware' issues of academics … high aptitude and excellence in the Arts, Sciences, 

debates, essay and quiz competitions and just passing exams. 

 

Equal attention was paid to the 'software' issues and life skills... attitude, competitive 

sports (winning charitably, losing fairly), healthy inter-house rivalry, building 

leadership and tolerance through communal living, taking on extra responsibility 

(Drama, editing the magazines … The Rock, Beacon and College Gossip, Societies, 

Sound Incorporation, etc), hardwork, honesty, humility, civilized conduct and an 

abiding sense of humour. We had a resounding ability to laugh at ourselves as could 

be seen from our creative, self-deprecating and enduring nicknames. 

 

GCI prepared us very well, but, as it turned out, it was for a country that was not to 

be. Soon after we left school, Nigeria became the ultimate leveller, bringing us all and 

the Great School to such depths we never dreamt existed or imagined possible in our 

days. Suddenly our country fell into the grip of people who had diverse and multitask 

roles thrust on them but mostly could not solve simple simultaneous equations as 

teens. Leadership became an overwhelming responsibility and remains so in all 

institutions of State. We are all victims now. As they say in contemporary 

parlance…'levels have changed'. 

 

But given our rocky foundation of resilience, courage and creative flexibility, we have 

learnt to survive in the new Nigeria of low standards, poor values, celebration of 

mediocrity, void and nothingness in which '…. anything is possible'. We have done so 

without compromising our upbringing. Regrettably, GCI, like all Nigerian 

institutions, has barely survived as it continues to struggle to redefine its past and 

reconcile itself with today's situation. 

 

Should we give up on the Great School? Certainly not! As Old Boys, we should 

continue to give back to GCI in appreciation of a memory and pedigree many 

Nigerians didn't share and will never understand.  
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But in so doing, perhaps we should now have a shift of emphasis from repairing the 

decayed school infrastructure, important as it is, to rebuilding the minds of those who 

engage with the GCI of today … students, teachers, faculty and the bureaucrats who, 

in adulthood, continue to 'struggle with simultaneous equations'. We must invest in 

their learning and development in order to restore the sense of academic excellence 

that was the hallmark of the school, encourage them, give them hope and make them 

believe in a future of possibilities in the hope of building their alignment with our 

vision for GCI. It will not be easy simply because those running the education sector 

don't see what we see. But hopefully, they will eventually 'get it’, admit their failure, 

see their firm grip on GCI as a lost cause and eventually hand it over to Old Boys who 

are best suited to recreate the glorious past. And that is doable. 

 

And talking of the past, may I conclude with a reminiscence of my most enduring 

moment of humour and defining dimension of GCI as leveller. It was soon after I left 

school and in totally different climes. 

 

It was September 1973 and involved an interaction with my former English teacher 

J.O. Arodudu, now of blessed memory. As a bright-eyed, idealistic undergraduate, I 

had decided to volunteer for the orientation program to receive postgraduate students 

who were arriving for British Council Fellowships at my university. When I received 

my brief, JOA's name was top of the list and it was with patience and great excitement 

that I waited for his arrival at the train station. 

 

The shock on his face was indescribable when he saw me on the platform waiting to 

receive him. As I stretched my hand to help with his luggage, our conversation went 

as follows: 

 

'Onakoya... what are you doing here?' 

'I'm a student sir. 

"Ha-ha! Student where? At the university?’ 

'Yes sir!' 

'That's the same place I'm going. And what are you studying?' 

'Engineering sir! Chemical engineering!!' 

'Oh… I see! How did you get here? And for how long?' 

'I gained admission sir. Just completed my first year.' 

'Ha, you GCI boys. You are everywhere. I must send a message to MA in Ibadan. Do 

you remember him?' 

'Yes sir. He was my Geography teacher and Field Housemaster.' 

'I know. But I must tell him I met you here. He must be careful with GCI boys at 

home and be nice to them.' 
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'No need sir. We enjoyed having you as our teachers. You helped in moulding our 

future.' 

'Well, thank you. But we beat the hell out of you boys then. Now look at you. We are 

the same.' 

'We can never be the same sir. You will always be my great English teacher and Grier 

Housemaster.' 

'You can say what you like, but I mean what I'm saying. GCI prepared you boys for 

greatness. And that's the joy of every teacher. For our students to be greater than us.' 

 

You needed to have known JOA and his personality to relate well with this 

conversation. He had a unique style of his own with his gestures, hands and feet. How 

he could ever consider me and him 'the same' was unimaginable. He had acquired a 

Bachelors and Masters in English from Ibadan, been a teacher and Housemaster at 

GCI between 1965 and 1972, and was at Leeds for another Masters. And there was 

me at the early stages of my training for a Bachelors. But that was the beauty of the 

GCI pedigree and tradition.... confidence and self-assurance even in the presence of 

our teachers. But never a leveller. 

 

Needless to say, I ensured JOA had a great year at university. As for his conversation 

with MA, also of blessed memory, I never bothered to ask....for lack of courage. 

Olu Onakoya 
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The Good, Good Ol’ Days 

 
We are enjoined in the Holy Scriptures to number our days so that we may apply our 

hearts unto wisdom. Now that we are truly becoming “koros” (as a one-time First 

Lady would say, it is not easy to carry 60+) the prudent thing to do is to pause and 

take stock. I turned 60 a couple of years ago feeling really good with a lot to tell. In 

the main, my experience is that life is made of small pleasures — good eye contact 

over the breakfast table with your wife, a moment of closeness with your friends, 

rolling on the floor with your grand-children and many others. Happiness is made of 

such tiny pleasures; evident to those of us who enjoy the iconic PEANUT comics. 

The big/dramatic pleasures come too infrequent that I’ll rather settle for the zillions of 

tiny pleasures that are more common. I think it is because GCI boys tend to generally 

settle for the zillions of little pleasures that make us live successful and contented 

lives. More on this later. 

  

I was on a 14½-hour non-stop flight a couple of years ago, which was a crass 

experience. In order to kill time without undue stress, I decided to surf the in-cabin 

music library. Believe it or not, I listened to only Otis Redding’s albums throughout 

the flight — listening to the man’s melodious voice my mind got flooded with 

memories of GCI days. Though singing is at the bottom of the list of things I am 

competent at, I do appreciate good music — for this I thank Kayode Adebiyi a.k.a. 

Ashu who taught me, many years ago, to appreciate ‘Apala” music. If he can 

remember, he introduced me to the world of Haruna Ishola and on my own later 

discovered Ayinla Omowura. Back to Mr Otis. Carefully listening to the lyrics, I 

gleaned the following even from this distance of time  

 

Chain Gang  

You hear them moanin’ their lives away  

And then you hear somebody say  

That’s the sound of the men  

They are working on the chain gang  

That’s the sound of the men  

They are working on the chain gang  

That’s the sound of the men  

They are working on the chain gang  

 

I wonder if we have all been working on the chain gang since we left school. As we 

pursued our careers, at one stage or the other, we served a master that probably 

exploited us — but a few like Layode, Diji, Bablo opted out early to declare their 

freedom.  
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As the river of time flowed on for us all, we made peace with life as employees by 

slowly climbing corporate and public service ladders. Let’s thank the good Lord for 

seeing us through the hassles of working life to the stage that one after the other we 

are gracefully retiring. The situation of a typical employee who is literarily on a chain 

gang can be likened to a tenant: if the tenant takes the landlord’s wife, the tenant goes; 

if the landlord takes the tenant’s wife, the tenant goes. As employees, we were mostly 

chained but happily, we are now moving into our freedom.  

 

 

My Girl  

I’ve got so much honey, the bees envy me.  

I’ve got a sweeter song than the birds in the tree.  

I guess you‘d say  

What makes me feel this way?  

My girl (my girl my girl)  

Talking about my girl (my girl).  

 

Can we recall who amongst the ‘girls’ that taught us in GCI was the most beautiful? 

Iya Ojo, Mrs Taire (someone should tell her to put her mind at rest, the boys finally 

acquired the habit of brushing their teeth every morning) Orisasanpe, Brache (the 

French lady), Mrs Ogunode, Mrs Esan and others? I will not tell who my pick is until 

I hear from Yemi Smith and Funsho Adenaike. Oshii will probably say they were all 

equally beautiful. Mrs Taire, who I met recently, at 70 is still as elegant and stately as 

she was then. I saw Mrs Esan (iyawo professor) not too long ago, still delicate 

looking. Without any doubt, those girls brought sunshine into our then woody 

environment. Not to be outdone, the younger girls in St. Anne’s, Queens School and 

St. Theresa’s College brought greater sunshine whenever they came visiting for the 

almighty ‘Endo’. I wonder how many of us ended up picking wives from that pool 

(yours truly is one of the lucky ones). It was in the literature class that we were subtly 

introduced into the world of match making.  

 

Remember DJ and Tete reading us the beautiful Shakespeare line: “Her voice was 

ever soft, gentle and low, an excellent thing in a woman.” I remember James Hadley 

Chase gave an Orchid to Miss Blandish but I want to encourage us to give roses to our 

Young Girls. They deserve the best — at our various functions, they always step out 

and shine like a million stars. Let us be mindful they are heavenly gifts to us.  
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Wonderful World  

 

I don‘t know much about history, now  

Don’t know much about biology  

Don’t know much about the science book, now  

Don‘t know about the French Hook  

 

If I remember anything about the French class of old, I cringe; that was probably the 

toughest learning I encountered in my life. I still wonder till today the reason Mr 

Arodudu (well, we had a nickname form which shall remain out of print) allowed us 

to read James Hadley Chase and Nick Carter — authors who will write, “…. and 

Peter climbed into his pair of suit.” Recollecting the effortless brilliancy of Theo and 

Eggy makes me know that there is a God who distributes talents the way He pleases. 

See the way we all turned out. Our good Lord did not forget anyone of us — I have 

often said we are a blessed lot. My parents used to say, “Gratitude unspoken is 

ingratitude.” How can we meaningfully express our appreciation to the Lord that has 

done so much for we little rascals of old. Kennedy was right when he observed that a 

rising tide lifts all boats — we went to a great school that ensured we all turned out 

right irrespective of our in-born limitations. Oba to npin ire kari  

 

 

Down in the Valley  

She didn‘t beg oh not enough  

She didn‘t stay when things get tough  

I told a lie and she got mad  

She wasn’t there when things got bad.  

 

I remember reading one of those story books titled “Gulliver’s Travel.” Reflecting on 

the morals of the story, we can proudly say the Gullivers of the 65/71 set successfully 

avoided being tied down by the surrounding Lilliputians. In spite of the challenges  

of life we variously encountered, we learnt to carve out tunnels of hope through the 

dark tunnels of disappointment. We are once again reminded by the indelible words of 

our erstwhile First Lady, “it is not a small thing to carry 60+”  

 

Knock on Wood  

‘Cause your love is better  

Than any love I know  

I said it’s like thunder and lightning  

The way you love me is frightening  

I think you better knock, knock  

Knock, knock, knock on wood, baby  
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I think it is in the US that they say, ‘friends do not let friends drive drunk.” The spirit 

of comradeship among us over the years is commendable. It cannot be said that many 

of us are overtly expressive of affection but there is some underlying bond that binds 

us. 

 

From my one-on-one experiences with you koros, I perceive deep-rooted affection 

and brotherly love for each other — it was a revealing experience the day I had a long 

chat with Debo in my office. Now that I am at it, let me seize this opportunity to thank 

many of you that took time out to visit me in my office over the six odd years that I 

was the CEO of Vitafoam. You guys were generous with your time and substance in a 

bid to ensure that I did not falter. I benefited immensely from those visits:  

 

-  many specifically came to pray with me and to remind me to cast my burdens 

upon Him who is able  

- to ask questions about my eating habits (can you beat that?)  

-  to literarily lecture me on how to excel as a manager and to share corporate 

experiences  

-  to teach me how to turn floodwater into wine  

-  to encourage me to use my position to offer succour to many wounded 

travellers on the way to Jericho  

- and most importantly to reminiscence over our memorable GCI days (really, 

in the office?)  

 

Mark you, the Young Girls could not be outdone. Oshii made sure he tagged along 

with his young girl on every occasion she came calling — I wonder if this bobo trusts 

me with his inestimable jewel. My Wura became so close to the Vitafoam family that 

she ended up mothering many of the Vitafoam’s young ladies (that reminds me that 

some of our boys were in the habit of paying a little too much attention to these 

damsels). The only time Tinu Shopeju called, the office glowed. Aha, Ayinke (lyawo 

Dele) called on a number of occasions to follow up on corporate supports for projects 

— smart girl, strategy adopted whenever bedroom tactics failed.  

 

You never had to knock on wood, my office door was always open to let in the 

sunshine you all brought along. Thanks and God bless.  

 

You Don’t Miss Your Water  

But now that you left me  

Good Lord, how I cried, I keep crying, I keep crying  

Ooh, I didn’t miss my water no I never miss my water 

‘Til my well run dry 
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Some years back, Akinbowale Allen (looking pale) visited me in my office to make 

certain requests which I promised to work on.  

 

I procrastinated and the next I heard was that Banku had passed on. Times like this 

confirms our humanity and a reminder that one should never try to play God. Fakia 

(Biodun Ogunsola) left before we even started and subsequently, Lamide and 

Akinseye followed in quick order. We’ve lost so many more since. It is so so painful 

to recall that these ones used to be amongst us. But God didn’t promise days without 

pain, laughter without sorrow, sun without rain, but He did promise strength for the 

day, comfort for the tears, and light for the way. Our prayer is that our loving God 

keeps the water flowing for those of us spared for many many more years to come.  

 

Amen  

Even in your home son, you ‘ve got to let it shine  

Just let it shine, just let it shine  

To show your love  

And then I said daddy help me sing this line one time  

 

We were taught many good things in GCI that moderated our expectations and 

stiffened our resolve to impact the world positively: 

 

- never to allow our cups overflow to the point of spilling on people  

- make allowances for our individual idiosyncrasies  

-  speak always with the tongue of men and angels (be of good character & 

integrity)  

- calmly manage your situation because today is the tomorrow you worried 

about yesterday  

- desist from self-pity, because all lizards lie prostrate and there is no knowing 

which has tummy ache  

- and to remember we can’t give what we do not have.  

 

Before we say Amen, there is need to complete the above list.  

 

Due to my korogisity, I cannot remember all that DJ, JB and others tried to ram 

through us. So over to you smart ones that never suffer amnesia.  

 

If I am right, Otis belted out many more tracks than those listed above. In some ways, 

the melodious voice sweetened our youth. Memories like this make us know how 

privileged we have been to attend the old GCI.  
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Finally, do not forget to give your young girl a bouquet of roses and as you do may 

the fragrance from the roses make your abode a more pleasant place to be.  

 

If anybody asks why so much Biblical allusions, just say “Dele is what he eats”. 

 

Dele Makanjuola 
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Location… location… location! I remember. 

 
Many places within the GCI land space or compound left deep impressions and 

impact on the character and mental development of the typical student. They might 

have seemed routine and common place but looking back I wonder if, had they been 

shaped, moulded or used differently, some of us would have had a different world 

view. A few of them… 

 

Room: This in GCI was not an ordinary place. Each of them had a number. It was the 

place of abode. That was where we observed siesta, rest for the day, store or put the 

things we used day to day such as school uniform sports wears etc. We each had a 

locker tout our stuff in, and the locker sometimes was used for punishment - yes, 

punishment. An infraction such as disobeying a senior boy or making noise in the 

room earned you ten minutes standing on your locker. This was the limit of the 

punishment that you could hand out to a junior before you were in Class 5. The room 

had the beds, both single beds and double bunk for freshers, each with mosquito net 

hanging over it; and in our time many mattresses were grass-filled. It was strategic in 

the sense that the house master could easily do a dorm or house roll call by going 

from room to room. The House Master also conducted House Inspections every 

Saturday and that required everyone to stand next to his bed with locker open, after 

the general cleaning of the surroundings. We changed rooms every term, so you had 

new roommates each term. This was a phenomenal mechanism to facilitate bonding 

and get to know one another better. The cleaning and tidying up of the room was a 

great training for the younger students to learn basic house-keeping chores. How 

many times we mounded pillows and clothes to human shape to disguise our absence! 

Well, boys must be boys. 

 

Prep room (short for Preparation Room): This was another unique GCI location. 

Most boarding houses used the classroom for the evening study time and class 

assignments. No, GCI had a special location. The prep room was an assembly point in 

each House to gather and help one another with studies. There was afternoon prep and 

evening prep. At 9:30pm was a mini assembly for house administration and evening 

devotion. The roll call in the evening would account for all students to ensure 

everyone was safe and all available for the next day's school work and study. There 

was the diligently recorded sanction system of house punishment, confiscation and 

penalty for un-allowed or mislaid items. 
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Classroom: GCI also had this distinctive innovation that set it apart from other 

schools. The students, not the teachers, moved from one class to the other. Indeed the 

teachers seemed to have a permanent location or class. We had the French, the 

Geography, the Mathematics classrooms - (oh I remember Mr. Adelaja in the ethereal 

room upstairs for Entebbe [modern] Mathematics!) So you moved from one class to 

another for each subject lesson. This was a fore runner to the university style lecture 

rooms. Indeed GCI in our time had two lecture theatres used mainly by the Higher 

School Certificate classes. The exception was the theatre-style Room 16 which was 

the specially fitted Geography room and used by other classes. 

 

The Assembly Hall: You had to run there if you were late or you got booked by the 

prefects for a school punishment. It was the place of the morning assembly each 

school day, a place of prayer, and a place of instruction when the principal or his vice 

would make announcements concerning discipline or coming events or new changes 

such as staff movement. How I so much enjoyed singing from Songs of Praise, and 

listening to some senior boys attempt to sing in descant. If you were absent there was 

a sanction. I learnt punctuality and decorum. It was also a place of fun. The great end 

of year parties, the drama presentations with all the klieg lights! Yes, even the back of 

the stage! The piano in the Assembly Hall was accessible forums training, and many 

boys used it in their free time to hone their skills. 

 

Dining room: Before our time in GCI, this was located near the dorms with two 

houses sharing one dining area. But we met the central dining hall. You did not want 

to be late or your food would move back to the kitchen or be devoured by over-

zealous food eaters (rough playing we called it) or if you were lucky, you could to 

meet an irreverent 'unpunk' left over with no meat or stew! But the head of tables, the 

mess boys and the occasional head of school announcements from the Prefects' table 

made it a military-like regimen. But it was fun to meet peers, mates, and seniors from 

other school houses on the same table. I learnt service, waiting and table manners in 

this place. 

 

The sports pitches: GCI had two main ones - the hockey field and the main field near 

the main gate. The main field served as athletics arena, football field and cricket pitch, 

as they were played in different seasons. Both sports arenas were exciting places to 

be. The first term athletics season January to April was a thrilling time to shape one's 

physical, emotional and mental strength. The participatory athletic point system and 

the climax Inter-house athletics competitions were festivals. So also were the hockey, 

cricket and football seasons. GCI inter-house competitions were more belligerent than 

the inter-school competitions of the days. These places and events shaped my 

competitive world view.  
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The tennis court near the old swimming pool did not attract too many events outside 

of the tennis lessons that were a part of the curriculum. Swimming was also on the 

curriculum and most of us non-Lagos boys learnt to swim for the first time in school. 

 

The perimeter road: it was always a bitter-sweet ache to be woken up at 5:00am to 

do the famous road jog especially if it was the longer perimeter run! Really this great 

trek, trot, work or keep-fit sessions helped tremendously to shape many athletes like 

Jare Awoseyi, Jide Ogunnaike, Bode Shopeju and others. For me in particular, I have 

not shaken off the habit and have since managed to do road walks in the various 

places I have lived post GCI. 

 

Then there was the Chapel. It was the gathering point for Sunday service, usually led 

by D J Bullock using the Anglican Book of Common Prayer. By the second year you 

could recite the entire service from memory. D J Bullock simply donned his academic 

gown and was instantly transformed into a priest. 

 

There are other locations one could recall- the library especially filled with books, 

many of them donated by USAID in our time. Indeed I remember trying to learn 

Russian and Portuguese (out of curiosity?) from books in the Library. The art, 

woodwork and technical workshops were quite punctuating - for some of us who had 

no pretentious passion for any of these vocations! 

 

A curious location is the armoury and the back thereof: some epic fights took place in 

that arena. Quite unofficial, but those contests or battles for supremacy did help to 

solve many private class room quarrels. It also helped many of us to "know our 

ranks"! Think of the head butt specialists in our class and the fear of them knocking 

the daylights out of you! 

 

Outside the school, some locations come to mind. (I skip a notorious one near a river 

on the way to the city of Ibadan). The first is Scala cinema, where a particular 

housemaster could mark a register (I even heard he could sell you a ticket for 

admission into the arena) once there was an epic film showing in the theatre. If you 

ventured out at night, make sure the mannequin on your bed is not lifeless but 

breathing by the time the night checks were conducted in the rooms by the 

housemasters. 

 

In the city centre were the famous elite hounds of Kingsway and Leventis stores! The 

former offered the novel escalator. It was the only building that had an escalator in the 

city. Indeed both offered a refreshing place to buy donuts and meat pies.  
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If you could not afford to eat, you could 'graze' over the books in their book store 

loaded with thriller titles especially Hadley Chase, Edgar Wallace, Agatha Christie or 

the Nick Carter series. And there was Lafia Hotel swimming pool just across the road. 

We used it for learning how to swim. 

 

Principal's office: Coming back inside the school, the principal's office was a place 

you went only if you had urgent business! "Bend over, my boy! "The interesting 

innovation JD Bullock instituted where the Head (boy) of School executed the 

sanitary work of caning lower class students was quite humbling for many of us who 

had too frequent invitations to the office after the school dinner! Even that did not 

diminish the awesomeness of having the Principal dine with us every Sunday evening. 

 

Location...that is it!  

 

Seth Odeneye    
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Ode to the fallen 
Remembering those members of the 1965 Set who have passed on. 

 

Death. Our greatest fear or greatest love? He who steals from us that which we love 

the most, the people in our lives, our friends and compatriots. And yet, at that moment 

of our greatest trial he takes us far from where we least want to be: victims of a cruel 

world, in pain and agony. He has stolen from us twelve of those that we shared early 

boyhood years with in the great school that gave us rock-solid foundation and 

prepared us for life, but who are we to complain and rant? No one but the dead may 

find fault with He who takes them from their pain. To us your classmates: you are 

always in our hearts; we miss you and we sorrow for the loss of your beauty in this 

world. May you bring joy to those of the next. 

 

William Shakespeare was right when he penned: 'All the world's a stage, And all the 

men and women merely players; They have their exits and their entrances, And one 

man in his time plays many parts, His acts being seven ages." Shakespeare spoke of 

seven ages of life as, first infant, second the winning school boy, third the lover 

sighing like furnace, fourth the soldier 'full of strange oaths and bearded like a pard', 

fifth the justice in fair round belly … and beard of formal cut, the sixth stage the lean 

and slippered pantaloon with spectacles on nose and pouch on side, and seventh the 

second childishness sans (without) teeth, eyes, taste, everything. Everyone makes his 

entrance as infant, but only the Maker determines the stage at which exit happens. 

 

Twelve gallant stars, shining in the firmament. Cut short in their prime, oh how bright 

they shine. We remember the days we shared. The screams on the playing field, the 

moments and even healthy rivalry in the classroom; the disagreements, the fights, the 

camaraderie that enveloped our relationship. We studied and played together, and we 

all looked to a future bright and beautiful. But for these thirteen, we must wait till that 

glorious dawn when we will all meet again and part no more. 

 

For now we remember our fallen friends in alphabetical order of surname (year of 

demise in parenthesis) and School Number, SN, for whom the bell has tolled: 
 

1.  Adojutelegan, Jide    SN1548 (1995) 

2.  Agboola.Yomi    SN1549 (1994) 

3.  Akinseye,Fola    SN1555 (1974) 

4.  Allen, Akinbowale    SN1557 (2011) 

5.  Atere, Oluremi    SN1560 (1972) 

6.  Lapite, Olufunmilayo   SN.1576 (1999) 
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7.  Ogunleye, Stanley    SN1582 (1999) 

8.  Ogunsola, Biodun    SN 1586 (1969) 

9.   Onisemo.Kunle    SN2236 (1995) 

10. Shopeju, Bode    SN1606 (2014) 

11. Simpson, Kehinde    SN2218 (2013) 

12. Williams, Olamide   SN1610 (1974) 

 
 

We remember them today and every day. Rest in peace, dear friends. 
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Strong Breed 
Selection of articles and reports written by the boys. 

These were culled from the school magazine “The Rock”, 1969 and 1971 

editions. 

 

 

 

 Editorial                                                         

  

 The Arab world                                               

  

 Un Evenement Inoubliable De Ma Vie                  

  

 A Bleak Friday                                                

  

 A World Of Our Own                                        

  

 Has Nigeria Lost Her Position In Black Africa?                                

  

 Head Of School's Report,  

                             

 Carr House Report 

                                  

 Swanston House Report                                  

  

 Field House Report                                         

  

 Grier House Report                                        
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Editorial (1971) 

 

This year 1971 saw this city built on 'The Rock’ with solid foundation in its forty-

second year of existence. From its earliest beginnings in 1929 to its present stage, this 

little cradle of civilization has turned out very numerous citizens who have taken up 

positions of leadership in every noble field of endeavour in this country. It is such 

citizens who have placed this college on such an enviable pedestal. I do not desire to 

mention the names of Old Boys who placed themselves in good position in society 

because the list would be too long. We all look around and see them, we read about 

them and hear about their achievements. What I ask this generation of boys is whether 

they are emulating the examples of our ancestors? The question is answered best by 

each individual after a self-check. 'What contribution have I made to the school in 

sport this year?’ How have I enhanced the external prestige of this great institution?’ 

Have I kept the rules and regulations laid down for perfect social order?' These are the 

questions we should answer. 

 

As the various reports of the Principal, Head of School, Head of Houses, Games' 

Captains and Society Secretaries will show, we have as usual made very great strides 

in the course of 1971. This magazine exists mainly to project these achievements. 

Hence the reader finds articles on a wide range of subjects representing the opinions 

of the intellectuals within the community. Afterwards, education is meant to produce 

intellectuals in the society. 

 

Glaring as our achievements may be in sports and Athletics, drama and Art, we still 

need to look inwards and make our internal achievements good behaviour, obedience 

to law and order commensurate with our achievements in various fields. Remember 

that 'a city set on a hill cannot be hid' and so you are the cynosure of all eyes. 

Remember also that 'to whom much is given, from him much is expected' and the tax-

payers' money must not be allowed to go down the drain. 

 

In closing, I thank my co-editors and assistant editors who have worked so laboriously 

to make this edition what it is. My thanks also go to Mrs. M.M. Owosina for her 

guidance and interest. Finally the Principal, Chief. J. B. O. Ojo who shows great 

interest in student journalism. I wish the reader an enjoyable time as you go through 

this custodian of all the ideals for which Government College Ibadan lives. 

A. O. OGUNBIYI 

Editor-in-Chief, 1971 

 

EDITORIAL BOARD:  

Mistress-in-charge, Mrs. M.M. Owosina; Co-Editors, Gbenga Ogunmoyela & Seth 

Odeneye; Asst Editors, Abiodun Oduwole, O. Ogungbuyi, Bode Ogunjobi  
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The Arab World 

 
RACE    -   Arab 

GEOGRAPHY  -   Desert and mountains 

ECONOMICS   -   Oil and Poverty 

AGRICULTURE  -   Fruits, Vegetables and Cotton 

LOCATION   -   Mid-Eastern Hemisphere 

RELIGION   -   Islam 

ENEMY   -   Israel 

 

From Biblical times to the present generation space-age, the Arabs have never failed 

to have a nice share in the world's troubles; and in this generation we are all witnesses 

to the most explosive issue of our time, the Middle East crisis. It is not my intention to 

impress it upon all that the Arabs are a very important race on earth, in that they have 

always held the key to the balance of peace. Presently, if they want to make war, they 

will make it irrespective of the non-decisive and unratified ceasefire. The question 

that I wish to answer is therefore: why have they not been able to solve the problems 

that have confronted them in recent times? 

 

What easily comes to mind is the Arab-Israeli conflict. But far more than that are the 

problems of age-long penury, of sudden wealth, of growing population, of desiccating 

agricultural land, of unstable political life. 

 

But no contemporary writer of Middle East Affairs will not comment on the crisis that 

has for a long time loomed over this part of the world. In this regard, it would be safe 

to ask what problems were created by this perennial crisis and why they are so 

involved. 

 

The issues involved are highly complex and are embodied in the secrecy of 

international politics. The most apparent is the state of no war, no peace. If there is 

anything that bothers Anwar Sadat and his Arab brethren, it is this  state of affairs.  

 

Paradoxically, it seems to suit the Israelis, for it gives them enough   time   to   further  

the   consolidation  of  their  war possessions. Since the beginning of 1971, President 

Sadat had been declaring that the year would be decisive for Egypt's future and (in the 

usual Arab parley) they are on alert for another battle round. If this betrays the Arab 

exasperation about this state of 'no war, no peace' it also betrays their wish to find a 

solution to this problem.  
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Neither side sincerely desires to pass through the ordeals of a war, even though with 

an unnegotiated truce, operating an interim peace along the battle zone no side trusts 

the other about shooting first. The secret behind the Arab anxiety is that they wish to 

divert their resources to self-development and elevate their living standards. Such is 

understandable since this part of the world is still technological and economically 

very backward.    

 

To make it clearer to the reader, I ask, why should you divert scarce resources to 

where they are not of immediate and long-tern utility. That is, by building more 

missile slots, they cannot use them for war (now) or for development (if there is no 

war). 

 

Secondly, there is the case of one Palestine. Even if the Egyptians succeed in 

negotiating peace with the Israelites what will become of the Palestinians? I might at 

this point dwell more on the refugee problem. Palestine is a name given to a nation 

that never existed, but commonly borne by Arabs who had been driven out of the land 

in which they were born. Many fled to Jordan after the 1948 war, and have since been 

living there in the hope that they will SOME DAY return to their birthplace! 

Someday........but when? 

 

It was the synthesis of this wish and frustration brought about as a result of living 

under tarpaulin roofs with no hopes or expectation or even inspiration for posterity 

that put the guerilla movements in existence; and they have now grown into a 

powerful and respected body of militants. Immediate objective: to harass Israel so 

that.....long term objective:  to liberate Palestine and obliterate Israel and Jews. Good 

dream George Habash and Yasser Arafat, I wish you luck! 

 

Please I am not trying to belittle their present efforts to unseat King Hussein. From the 

start the guerillas have grown in strength; this is what Hussein's troops try to preclude 

from growing too much so as not to jeopardise Jordan's sovereignty and monarchy.  

 

Surely, through a crisis of provocation and confusion, both the guerillas and the 

King's troops clashed in an open battle on 17th September, 1970 which lasted over ten 

days until the intervention of late Abdel Nasser and Habib Bourgiba of Tunisia. Such 

clampdown on the guerillas each time earned King Hussein a lot of abomination from 

other Arab leaders like Houari Boumedienne of Algeria and Libya's Gadaffi. These 

and others read into the whole affair as an attempt to exterminate one vehement front 

for Arab cause.  
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If the Middle East crisis is their external problem, coups are their internal ulcer. No 

government or monarchy in the Arab world feels safe from the endemic attack of 

political dissidents; especially if it is a monarch. There has now been a wave of new 

Arab nationalism that has a burning hatred for the monarchy right from Egypt's King 

Fatah to Libya's King Idris. King Hussein may be sure of his Bedouin subjects' loyalty 

but not of two million Palestinians.  We are still memory-fresh of King Hussein's 

acrimonious experience on his forty-second birthday - what a veritable present from 

those good old generals (r.i.p.) Anwar Sadat was saved from political opprobrium by 

a junior security officer who timely reported to him with a taped conversation of a   

premeditated plot to overthrow his government.   

 

Hafez Al-Assad of Syria came to  power by exploiting the political decay of former 

President Atasi. Numeiry refused to bow to Colonel Nur in Sudan. It is not a proverb 

or postulate that needs to be re-propounded: charity begins at home. A good home 

discipline makes for respectable external dealing. 

 

Politics aside, what socio-economic problems confront their companionship in order 

to effect a permanent solution. 

 

At the commencement of this essay, I pointed out that poverty and oil are the 

economics of this world. Indeed before the discovery of oil in the Persian Gulf, most 

of these areas seemed doomed for perpetual penury. The World War II and then the 

sudden boom! Now there is a society that cannot live without oil (least because it is 

national diet) for 80% of the annual revenue comes from oil exports and royalties.  

 

Should technology overtake oil (and this is being made possible by the increasing rise 

in prices which may reach a level where it becomes more profitable to use other 

means as fuel) and throw into the world another fuel, then the Arab States are doomed 

and would have to live on the reserves they have accumulated over time, without any 

assured source of revenue such as a prosperous peasant agriculture which Nigeria 

possesses in good measure. Technology threat apart, oil wealth has segregated more 

distinctly Arab societies into well-off urban workers and disease-ridden labouring 

peasants in the rural areas. 

 

While on this point, one must not fail to note that the future prospects for agriculture 

are slowly being eroded by the continuing demarcation of climate and the 

encroachment of the desert on the margins of agricultural land as is being experienced 

in North Africa especially Algeria. Therefore rural productivity is declining on the 

land, the existence of the bucolic and penurious is further being menaced by nature 

and the gap between the urban and the rural societies is widening...... 
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Greatly hit socially and economically by the 1967 war was King Hussein. In real 

terms, he lost a fertile West Bank of River Jordan which supplied the fruits, cereals 

and livestock that fed the country. Furthermore he lost revenue accruing from the 

Saudi Arabian pipeline which traverses his territory. Thirdly, the tourist trade which 

brought over 60 million pounds revenue annually collapsed since the 'Holy Land’ was 

wholly expropriated by Israel during the Six-Day war. And with anti-guerilla policy 

annoying his fellow Arabs he is losing good sources of revenue and grants - already 

he has lost the Libyan goodwill. 

 

It is not only apposite but pertinent for me to examine the role of the Big Four Powers 

in the Middle East, (minus Israel) in the Arab world. The Americans by virtue of their 

naval presence have long struck a warm acquaintance with the Arabs especially King 

Hussein who personally loves them. This acquaintance was further enhanced by oil 

prospecting undertaken by the Yankees - this later has subjected the Americans to 

Arabian blackmail. The last time William Rogers, Secretary of American State, made 

a five-nation tour of the Middle East, the outcome was not very heartening for 

American diplomacy, especially as the arbiter of peace in the region; confidence in 

her is slowly dwindling since she has not been able to find a solution to the crisis. 

 

The Soviets have come into the Mediterranean in a big way. Jealous of the American 

monopoly (not business) of the world's oceans, Soviets have come in the hope of 

counterbalancing this naval monopoly, the Mediterranean in particular. Because of 

this, they have committed themselves irrevocably to the Arab cause (more than 

anywhere outside the communistosphere). They rebuilt Egyptian offensive and 

defensive after the June war, trained Egyptians, Syrians and Algerians in military 

tactics. In fact the Israelis fear that should things start boiling over the Red Sea they 

might find themselves in encounter with the Soviet Union. The reasons are not far-

fetched: the Soviets after twenty-five years lull want their combatants and young 

pilots to gain battle   experience   like   the Americans   in   Vietnam   while 

simultaneously wishing to use the Middle East as test ground for their new military 

equipment such as the SAM-3 missiles. Latest in the series of Soviet manoeuvres is to 

sign a 15-year economic, cultural and military pact with Egypt - a near cession of 

Egypt to U.S.S.R! 

 

France and Britain tend to play a neutralist and mediating role in the area, but not 

without some minor military commitments and political support. We must not throw 

into oblivion the French mirage jets deal with Libya, which was a nice stunt to 

revamp in Arabs the French influence which must have been heavily impaired by the 

Algerian uprising. 
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The effect of the Big Four on the Arab world was only to further entrench the 

dissimilarities that keep the Arab nation apart through their ideological propaganda. 

 

Which automatically puts us in a position to look at the new Federation of Libya, 

Syria and Egypt. Overwhelmingly supported by their forty-three million peoples, the 

federation will be in the incipient stage of a great Arab Union. The last one between 

Egypt and Syria packed in when Egypt was accused of hegemony by Syria. The new 

one is the hard work of Colonel Gadaffi of Libya, which will have a supra-national 

assembly teleguided by a supra-national constitution. Astoundingly enough, one 

clause in the constitution makes it look like a federation of leaders: it says in times of 

internal unrest, other countries can wade in to restore order - which guarantees the 

leaders safety from coups, dictatorship in the making! A constitution that vouchsafes 

leaders a measure of repression will not survive for long - nor will a federation 

operating on it. When Sudan joins, the nations may become more complementary. 

Egypt will supply supra-national manpower; Libya which has an exchange reserve of 

500 million pounds and annual revenue of 625 million pounds to its 1.5 million 

uneducated people will supply the cash; Sudan with good old Gezira and other fertile 

valley-plains will provide the agricultural base especially food which is important in 

an arid region; the only problem will be that of political stability. 

 

What are the prospects for reaching a settlement in the struggle with Israel (on which 

hinges the fate of other problems)?  

 

Right from the onset, not many Arab nations were wholly committed to the great 

struggle; and the Nasserite Slogan of the 'destruction of Israel' has succumbed to 

another bone of contention; 'diplomatic recognition of Israel'. All Israel wants is a 

permanent solution in which she negotiates permanent borders. It is not actually that 

peace will not reign (considering Sadat's desire) but that the desire for peace differs 

from leader to leader. 

 

King Hussein who is pro-American wants peace as quickly as it can come. It is even 

known that he is constantly in some clandestine rendezvous with Vice Premier Yiga 

Alon, Foreign Minister Abba Eban, or Moshe Dayan, all of Israel. His wish is to 

secure the return of the West Bank; that is why he tries to appease Madame Meir by 

weakening the guerillas through the usual clampdowns. Much less in a hurry are 

Sadat and Al-Assad for they can do without the Sinai Peninsula and Golan Heights. 

But this young monarch cannot negotiate single-handed with Israel or he will be 

breaking the whited Arab front which he fully supports. What a way to run with the 

hare and hunt with the hound, pro-American, pan-Arabic Hussein. 
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The prospects of peace are being expedited by the new Kremlin advance to re-

establish relations with Israel. The Soviet really intend to be counted upon as a power 

to be reckoned with, a decisive force in any move to secure peace in the region - no 

wonder the Americans have recently sought the Arab world? 

 

I will therefore look beyond a settled crisis by considering other problems. Once the 

war efforts cease, then the Arabs can devote more time to nation-building. This is 

already taking place in Algeria and Iran. The task may not be so difficult because of 

oil revenues. The people can be very responsible, unlike Africans, to such efforts to 

make their nation great. I make bold to declare that they will succeed, unless they are 

not the descendants of the Arabian civilization much of which we have heard or read 

about. Libya: Since the overthrow of King Idris in 1969, this country has been very 

much in the news. The oil politics in which it has since been engulfed is the first 

remembrance. Because of the closure of the Suez Canal and its proximity to European 

markets, it has charged a high rate of tax and royalty with the result that her oil 

revenue amounts to 500 million pounds annually. Secondly, her leaders are known to 

be radicals (with no ideological attachment) who relish in taking interest in other 

countries' affairs. The most irritating aspect of this new Libya of foreign policy is that 

the proponents make it an open (not espionage) affair, a Sudanese communist, a 

Moroccan student, an Iraqi government official and M. Francois Tombalbaye can 

relate the story better than my ugly pen. Since Libya is dead serious to see Arabs 

resume hostilities with Israel, while Egypt is exercising a military restraint, it is likely 

that disagreement on this matter will lead to another development: the Libyans may 

have to pull down the house they have meticulously erected - the Federation of Libya, 

Syria and Egypt. 

 

Seth Ade. B. Odeneye, 

Upper Sixth Arts, 1971 
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Un Evenement Inoubliable De Ma Vie 

 
"Qui est la?" 

 

"C'est Moi, Mon perè" 

 

« Oh, C'est toi, Laja, Alors, va chez le boulanger et achete-nous du pain. Aussi 

ammene cette cullote dechirée au tailleur pour la vaccomoder." 

 

Cet evenement C'est passé dimanche, le dix-neuf Octobre, 1964. C’était mon pére qui 

est venu de me donner des ordres. Mes etudes primaires etaient en train de termineer 

et j'attendais le resultat de 1'examen d'entree a cette lycée, Government College, 

Ibadan. 

 

Je 1'ai obei tout de suite bienque j'étais aller à pied sous le soleil brillant qui me 

brulait presque jusqu'aux os. En retournant jai vencontre un des mes camarades qui 

m'a dit que son propre resultat etait parvenu. J'ai eu peur, quand-menre, je lai felicite, 

quoi que sans enthousiasme. Plus tard, je lui ai dit que je n'avais pas encoure recu le 

mien. 

 

En le laissant, au lieu d'aller tout droit chez nous, j'ai décidé visiter des autres 

camarades. Parmi eux, j'en ai trouvé qu'un Cette nut-la, j'étais trop excité pour dormir. 

Enfin, quand je me suis endormir, j'ai revé de mon avenir - l'avenir brillant qui 

m’attend à' Government College, Ibadan. 

 

Par Laja Atewologun, 

Cinquieme Classe, 1969 
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A Bleak Friday 

 
A bleak Friday it was. But why bleak? Friday afternoons were usually a gay 

triumphant time for me, time for selfish elation after a week's good work ably done. A 

time when with joy I looked up from my little corner at the headmaster's face as he 

read out the name of the first boy in each class for I knew my name was bound to be 

on that honoured list that fluttered in his hand as the breeze came through the window. 

 

Things were different now. The headmaster stood before us with the ominous sheet of 

paper in his hand and I was in my usual corner, but now not with a bearing 

countenance, but with a scowling face which my friends could tell foreboded doom. 

With as much certainty as in previous weeks, I knew now that my name was not on 

the honoured list and worse still, I knew that my name was on that other list which 

would presently be read out. So, that Friday was bleak. 

 

My class teacher had gone down with a flu on Thursday evening, and had sent a note 

to the class monitor, Dele, to draw up the marks' sheet and submit to the headmaster 

for the regular school assembly on Friday afternoon. 

 

In the primary school in those good old days, class monitors were selected from the 

brightest pupils in each class and Dele narrowly beat me to the post of the monitor at 

the beginning of that term. For Dele and I were by far the best boys in our class. There 

was a bitter rivalry between us which made it impossible for us to be really friends. 

Week in, week out, we both longed for the headmaster's weekly honours list. 

 

With our class teacher ill and with the gown of the big boss descending on Dele, he 

saw his great opportunity to really wreck me. He decided to record only the 

Arithmetic test which we had on Wednesday morning of that week, not just because 

he had top marks in it - but more so - because I had poor marks, since I was ill and 

Arithmetic had never exactly been my cup of tea. So, my name was sure to be on that 

ignoble list of failures. No wonder that Friday was bleak. 

 

And as if fortune completely turned its back on me that miserable afternoon, the 

headmaster decided to thrash the failures, instead of giving them two-hour detention 

as he was wont to do. And he was a veritable Lucifer when he wielded the cane. If I 

could disappear into the ground at that moment, I would have done so, rather than go 

through that impossible ordeal. The list of failures was now read out, and lo! my name 

led all the rest. 
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We band of brothers were called onto the stage where, kneeling in a circle, we were 

made to dance round the headmaster many times and he treated each of us to a good 

stroke of his cane. As we went each time, he raised his stick higher than usual, as if in 

grim determination to make that stroke a resounding good one. He must have taken 

my presence in the group not only an irresponsible lapse on my part, but as a personal 

defeat on his part, for he was my father. 

 

ROTIMI ONIFADE,  

Class 5A, 1969 
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A World Of Our Own 

 
This is the lead which should bring to an end the world in which women are more or 

less puppets. As a rule women have so sacred and spiritual a heart that they often 

assume incapability of tackling difficult problems. 

 

Nevertheless, in Israel there are female soldiers, in Ceylon there was a woman ruler, 

the Soviet Union has sent a woman to space, even in Nigeria there is a woman 

Commissioner - why then is it always the man who gets his hands dirty? The answer 

is that most of the time women camouflage their mental laziness for womanly virtue 

and prefer to be parasitic. For instance serving ladies first is believed to show courtesy 

but the fact is it does not. Now, when the rule is in conflict with the observed fact, it is 

the rule which has to be altered for facts cannot be altered. 

 

I happened to be around at a birthday party in Lagos when one of those orthodox 

women came to tell some boys to stand up for their female counterparts due to the 

shortage of chairs. This order was reluctantly obeyed. The effect of this order was that 

the boys had the feeling that they too could enjoy this parasitic way of life of getting 

things done in their favour so they decided to become passive. They refused to 

undertake the tedious job of asking the girls to the dance-floor while they (the boys) 

made themselves available for the picking. The girls who were much reign of the 

male gender has been under lacerating criticism.  

 

There are so many cases of misrule (according to the opponent) to necessitate the 

overthrow of the male regime. In the name of justice, can't the male regime relieve 

itself of the post so that the supposedly inferior can at least have a grab of the 

opportunity of being lord and master? Instead of burning up our energy (we males) in 

order to maintain our precarious position as the superior sex - (or aren't we), we can at 

least publicly declare our surrender (call it a retreat for tactical reasons if you please) 

and quickly end the fiery struggle for supremacy.  

 

Apart from the peace of mind that the age old battle will bring, males will have the 

privilege for the first time of being cautiously handled like a fragile porcelain flower 

vase. We shall then live in a world of our own where the woman worries about all the 

bills and fights her thin sister over us. 

 

Well, did you say it isn't fair? But the privilege of carrying the 'Superior Sex' badge is 

worth it. You know, to be the superior sex you really have to be SUPERIOR. 

DEJI DEMUREN, 

Class Five, 1969 
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Has Nigeria Lost Her Position In Black Africa? 

 
Well, to answer this question, I think it is pertinent to talk about the position held by 

Nigeria in the past and about the present position and make a comparison between the 

two. 

 

It was in 1914 that Lord Frederick Lugard took the bold and historic step of 

amalgamating the North and the South into one single country he called Nigeria. 

 

Nigerians in the South prospered very much in the North and those in the North got 

equal prosperity in the South by finding a good market for their agricultural products 

there and in addition, they found an outlet to the sea and this was very much vital to 

the North's economic survival. So in a sense, it seemed as if Nigerians then were 

living in a symbiotic relationship with no trace of tribalism and corruption and 

everything went on smoothly without any trace of violence nor was there any friction 

in the administration of the country at any time until in 1953 when there was talk of 

secession by one part of the country because there was disparity in the advancement 

of nationalism in the country. But this was peacefully settled. This atmosphere of 

serenity in which Nigerians then lived won them a place in Africa. 

 

In 1956, Nigeria was rated among the most peaceful countries in the world. In the 

economic aspect of the country, things so went on according to plan that Nigeria 

made large profits in trade with other countries. Those in the financial posts then were 

those whose minds were rid of the atmosphere of avarice and as a result, Nigeria was 

among the countries evolving the most stable economy in Africa South of the Sahara. 

 

In the struggle for independence, the leaders fought tooth and nail to secure it. They 

presented, in their struggle, a united front which must have undoubtedly appeared as 

formidable to the British and they proved to be mature leaders to whom the affairs of 

the then colony could be safely entrusted after Independence. So, 1st October, I960, 

Nigeria gained her independence in an atmosphere devoid of rancour or ill-feelings 

against the departing colonial power and the independence celebration was one of the 

most flamboyant in Africa. This also won Nigeria a reputation in Africa. 

 

It was then not the belief of anybody that Nigeria, after six years of independence, the 

natural ties that bound us together for the better part of the 20th century would be so 

shaken as to cast doubts in the minds of the people about the future of the country 

because at this time, the position of Nigeria in Africa was unique due to her 

geographical    position, population and natural resources. 
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All these combined were enough to enable her evolve an economy that was stronger 

than that of any African country, South of the Sahara, with the possible exclusion of 

South Africa. Nigeria was on the way to making a name in Africa when she was 

forced backwards by an internal strife: Nigerians took up arms and started fighting 

against themselves. This turned out to be the case some years after independence and 

what led to this was the absolute misuse of power by the leaders who had earlier 

fought tooth and nail for independence. The most unfortunate thing is that these 'so 

called' leaders did not hang their gloves once they had been successful in their 

struggle for independence, but re-cocked their guns poised for a war of annihilation 

against one another. It was from this time that things turned gloomy for Nigeria. 

 

The Nigerian tragedy is one whose origin can be traced to the peculiar political 

structure of the country. The then politicians who took over the reins of government 

from the British hardly knew what to do with their newly acquired power and 

influence. There was general misuse of power which had its attendant consequences: 

political unrest, large-scale corruption, graft, nepotism and mismanagement of public 

affairs. They thought that their main business was to quarrel amongst themselves. 

This soon became the most salient characteristic of Nigerian politicians. There was no 

election during which valuable human lives would not be claimed by the young thugs 

harboured by top politicians. These politicians thus introduced thuggery and 

hooliganism into Nigeria. 

 

It will be seen that the atmosphere of tranquility which graced the country some years 

back has been shattered and as a result, Nigeria has lost her position as one of the 

most peaceful countries in Africa. Nigeria's economy was also shattered due to the 

avaricious ministers who were so much interested in embezzling the country's money 

rather than doing their work conscientiously. 

 

To conclude, I will say that Nigeria has almost lost her place in Africa in many 

aspects of life and the effort of those trying to reinstate peace and unity in Nigeria 

must however be commended. One must praise the effort of the Federal Military 

Government of Nigeria in her bid to crush Ojukwu's rebellion. 

 

May God grant His mercies on us Nigerians and ensure quick return of peace to the 

country. 

ISSAC AKINGBADE, 

Class V, 1969 
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Head Of School's Report, 1971 

 
Once again, another year has rolled by and the events of 1971 have become history. 

Being a part of the history of Government College Ibadan for seven years has been a 

really wonderful experience and perhaps the most wonderful part for me, was my time 

of office as Head of School. For in one seemingly short year, Government College 

Ibadan has made a man of me. 

 

The year was started with an additional population of thirty-four girls in the Lower 

Sixth Form because of the new Higher School Certificate merger scheme with 

Queen's School. Our academic achievements this year have been no less than in the 

previous years. One only needs to take a look at the freshers in the Universities all 

over the country to assess our Higher School Certificate results. Since it has become a 

normal course of events, it would seem like blowing our trumpets if I should mention 

we had 100 per cent in the West African Schools Certificate Examinations again. 

Congratulations to all the students. 

 

Space would allow me to make only a mere mention of some of our numerous 

achievements in the field of sports. The athletes started this year with a series of 

successes, participating in the year was not filled with sports and academic activities 

alone. Every society or club contributed in its own way to make a successful  1971. I 

congratulate the Science Society for its brilliant science fair, the Literary and 

Debating Society for a successful Literary day and all the other societies and clubs for 

their brilliant activities which have all served to keep up the high standard expected of 

this institution. I wish particularly to congratulate the Press Club for another brilliant 

edition of the 'Beacon'. We have all enjoyed the advantage you have taken to add a 

feminine touch to this and 'The Focus' and I wish you more success in the future. 

 

Here, I wish to thank my co-prefects for their loyalty and cooperation throughout this 

year. You have served the school for a period which has proved to be one of the most 

peaceful in recent times in the history of Government College, Ibadan. And to the 

boys in general, you deserve to be praised. However, I wish you will remember 

always that Government College, Ibadan is not the Head of School but all of you. 

 

I must not fail to express my gratitude to those who gave me this unique opportunity 

of serving my Alma Mater - the Principal, Vice Principal and all members of staff. I 

sincerely thank you all. Finally, goodbye.  
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Keep up the high standard which you have inherited so that we may continue to be 

proud of Government College, Ibadan and I wish the school a very prosperous future. 

 

S.A. AMOLE,  

Head of School 
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House Reports 
Carr House Report 1971 

 

House Master   -    Mr. J. F. Aluko 

House Tutor               -    Mr. S.A. Ajayi 

Head of House           -   Adebayo Bello 

Senior Prefect             -   Abayomi Agboola 

Other Prefects             -   S. Williams, D. Babayale, O.Atere, O. Ogungbuyi,  

A. Macaulay, A. Johnson, O. Oluboyo, A. Adekoje.\ 

 

Olushola Johnson, a very responsible and tactful individual, was appointed the 

Deputy Head of House at the beginning of the third term. 

 

Carr House started the year with an unusual population of 151 boarders and 5 day 

boys, including twenty newly admitted class one boys and twenty-one lower-sixth 

boys. 

 

Olaokun Soyinka of class one came first in the annual house test. 

 

The following boys: Akintola, Odusote, Fabanwo and Soyebo left us for good in the 

middle of the year. 

 

As usual the boys that put in for both school leaving certificate and Higher School 

Certificate Examinations came out in good grades. 

 

A good sense of justice and fair play coupled with fortitude brought the house into the 

limelight as regards discipline and sense of responsibility. The classes one to four 

boys gave the least complications although with some exceptions. 

 

Sports and Games 

Carr House proved herself worthy of her feats despite being the youngest by capturing 

a substantial number of the trophies competed for. I should not fail to commend the 

high spirit of sportsmanship portrayed on the games field. 

 

Athletics: 

My hearty thanks to every individual that participated physically and morally during 

the last Inter-house Athletics Meeting. I hope the captured trophies along with those 

we missed narrowly would next year make our visitor's room their place of abode.  
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Special thanks go to Lamide Williams, the glorious Athletics captain, Harrison, 

Odukoya, Taiwo, his hardworking secretaries, Atere, Adeyemi 1, Olatubosun, 

Ogungbade and a host of others. 

 

Hockey and Football: 

We were rather unfortunate to have been beaten in both junior and senior matches, but 

it is my belief that next year's team would do better. 

 

Cricket: 

This Christmas term is the cricket season. We are yet to have the competitions for 

both the senior and junior cups. Since the house has a lot of potential cricketers who 

need only a little brushing up to become ace-cricketers, I have little doubt as to our 

capturing both trophies. 

 

The Eagle and the Library 

The house magazine 'The Eagle' had its normal publications and this shows that the 

interest of boys in creative writing is on the increase. The house library has been an 

extinct institution since my first inception in this school in 1965, and it is a rather 

unfortunate thing that it still remains the same. We shall however continue to cry to 

our old boys until they respond to our call. 

 

General 

This year has been a successful one. I am highly indebted to all the members of the 

house for their co-operation throughout the year. My prefects were always very active 

and co-operative and the entire members of this class, I wish a happy time next year. 

I wish to thank Mr. J.F. Aluko and Mr. S.A. Ajayi for their fatherly advice during my 

trying periods. 

I wish the next head of house a successful tenure of office.  

 

UP ORANGE!! 

 

'Yomi Agboola 

Senior Prefect, 1971 
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Swanston House Report 

Order, Justice and Fairplay bring Contentment. 

 

House Master    - Mr. D. 0. Aniye 

House Tutor   -  Mr. T. O. Olanrewaju Head of House 

Head of House  - Laja Atewologun 

Senior Prefect   - Jide Ogunnaike 

Assistant Senior Prefect - Bode Shopeju 

 

Other Prefects - Seth Odeneye, Fola Akinseye, Chris Oguntola, Gbenga Ibikunle, 

Kole Wellington, Seyin Biyibi, Yinka Adebayo, Sola Olugbesan, Blessing 

Sangowanwa, Yinka Ogunsehinde, Akin Akinyemi, Tunde Gbolade, Yode Ogunruku, 

Tunde Ogunnaike, Felix Kalejaiye. 

 

Our former housemaster, Mr. E. A. Oyekan left us during the second term to take up 

the post of a Faculty Officer at the University of Ibadan and the former house tutor, 

Mr. D. O. Aniye became the housemaster while Mr. T. O. Olanrewaju, an old Swan, 

became the house tutor. 

 

At the end of the second term, six of our boys, amongst whom were two house 

prefects - Akinseye and Adebayo - left for various Universities. We wish them 

success in life wherever they may eventually be. Ogunnaike and Kalejaiye were 

appointed prefects at the beginning of the third term. 

 

The greatness of the house this year had an impact not on the school alone but even 

on the nation. Or how else could one account for the fact that two boys from the 

house, Jide Ogunnaike and Sylvie Biyibi were members of the National Hockey Team 

which toured Europe during the year. 

 

In the annual house test, Fadahunsi, Odude and Fajemisin came first, second and third 

respectively. Sylvie Seyin Biyibi was appointed the deputy Head of House at the 

beginning of the third term. 

 

House Organisation 

The house population soared up to a fantastic 172 at the beginning of the year. 

However, notwithstanding, the house prefects with the support of the house master 

and tutor were able to maintain the high standard of discipline for which the house is 

noted. And of course, the boys too showed willingness to obey the constituted 

authority in the House. 
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Sports 

A high standard of sportsmanship was maintained during the year due to the co-

operation of the boys. 

 

Athletics 

The house was the Proud Winner of the Athletics shield for the third year running! 

Four other trophies were also won including Junior ‘B’ relay trophy. Immense thanks 

to everybody and particularly to Barry Adebanjo who won two trophies for the house. 

 

Football 

After defeating Carr House in the Junior Semi-finals, our boys had to give in to Grier 

House in the Finals. However, the senior team proved a mighty force to reckon with 

and though playing without three of our best players it was Field House that had to 

force a draw in the finals; the trophy was shared between both houses. 

 

Hockey 

The juniors did not have luck on their side and lost so gallantly to Field House at the 

Semi-Finals. Spectators said they played marvelously. I am of that opinion too. The 

seniors set a record in the history of hockey in the school by defeating Carr House 7-0 

at the semi-finals and during the finals the Grier sons simply had no chance against a 

team which comprised veterans amongst whom were the two afore-mentioned 

internationals. Hence the trophy was retained for the fourth year running! Actually, it 

is becoming much our property as the athletics shield. 

 

Other Games 

Other games are yet to come up during the year and I have no doubt the willing 

cooperation of the boys will produce very strong teams. 

 

House Traditions 

The 'Swan Echo' was published thrice during the year owing to the efficiency of the 

editors and the increased interest of boys in creative writing. 

 

My predecessors have always appealed to the Old Boys about the House library and I 

am not happy that the library is still much below its expected standard and I hope 

other old boys will come to our aid. 

The Saturday Night Social Gathering was resuscitated during the year after the house 

bought a magnificent record player at 40 pounds 15s Od. In this respect we are very 

grateful to Mr. A. A. Ladeinde of the Wemabod who proved himself a true Swan by 

donating 20 pounds towards this great feat during the house supper last year. And of 

course, I must not fail to thank all the boys who contributed generously to make up 

the amount. 
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General 

Even the seemingly interminable period will eventually come to an end and so this 

year is running to an end. Well, I will be doing myself and all other swans and 

Cygnets a great injustice if I do not thank every member of the house for having 

contributed in his own little way to make this year a successful one. And note that: a 

very successful one, whatever critics may say. To the law-enforcing agents in the 

house, the Prefects, I say a big thank you for your great achievements. 

 

Finally, 1 must not fail to express my profound gratitude to all the masters I worked 

with, including Mr. Oyekan for their strong backing, fatherly advice and guidance 

throughout the year. Keeping in mind the post will be occupied by another person 

next year, I hope and pray that every hand will be on deck to make his tenure of office 

a more successful one than mine. 

 

And let him too remember that the most sensible government is the one that is most 

sensitive to the groans of its citizens. 

 

UP BLUE!! 

'Laja Atewologun  

Head Swan 1971 
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Field House Report 
House Master            -   Mr. S. A. Ajayi 

House Tutor              -  Mr. C. A. Adeyemo 

Head of House          -  Olumide Onakoya 

Senior Prefect           -   Olujare Awoseyi 

House Prefects          -  Bayo   Ayodele,   Tokunbo   Ogunbiyi, Akinbo Allen, 

Felix Adeyoju, Jide Puddicombe, Toyin Daniel, Wole Ogunyinka, Ayo Tubosun, 

Wole Amusan, Tunji Ero-Philips, Kunle Bolodeoku, Kunmi Opeola, Kayode 

Oduntan, Dapo Olunu. 

 

Mr. J. A. Balogun, who had so ably shouldered the responsibilities of a House Master 

for the short time he was with us left us at the end of the second term. We were 

however lucky to have Mr. S. A, Ajayi as his successor. 

 

Ogunyinka was appointed Deputy Head of House at the beginning of the third term. 

Opeola, Oduntan and Olunu were appointed House Prefects early in the third term. 

 

Amusan, Tubosun, Bolodeoku, Babalola, Sodipo, Akeredolu, and Johnson left the 

House at various times during the year. 

 

House Organisation 

The House started with a population of 137 boys - the lowest in the school. This 

includes the fifteen class one boys who came in and the fifteen members of the lower-

sixth form of whom seven were new boys. Onasanya, Owoeye and Afolabi were first, 

second and third respectively in the annual House test for new boys. 

 

The first term of the year was primarily reformatory. Boys who did not live up to the 

expectation of the House were quickly placed on the right path. This yielded great 

dividends because apart from the joy to me of seeing boys who had hitherto been 

difficult come to realise the futility of being troublesome and hence change for the 

better, the second term came out to be the most peaceful I have ever spent with 

Fielders. The joy of love and brotherhood was always present. For this I have to 

express my deep gratitude to the dynamic former House Master, the House Tutor and 

the lower-sixth Form Prefects who, though few, were able to achieve so much. 

 

Sports and Games 

We did not do badly in the field of sports this year. We prepared hard for each 

competition we went in for; where we won we were proud and deserving winners and 

on the few occasions we lost, we were gallant losers. I must express my grateful 

thanks to the House games captains: Awoseyi (Athletics), Allen (Hockey), 

Adojutelegan (Football), Taiwo (Table-Tennis) and Ayodele (Cricket). 
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Athletics 

We started the season in earnest with the captain and his secretaries making 

painstaking efforts to get the boys out for the morning practices. We were able to have 

regular practices despite the harmattan winds. 

 

During the competitions, the junior House was highly cooperative, contributing most 

of the points scored by the House. There were some impressive performances by 

some members of the senior House, but there were some boys whose attitude made us 

almost a disappointment. Senior boys with a misplaced sense of pride and very poor 

community spirit simply failed to turn out for their events. This cost us a great number 

of points. I am however, grateful to such boys as Awoseyi, Ayodele, Tubosun, 

Alayande, Denton, Babajide, Babatola II and Esan for their contributions in the 

athletics. On the sports day, we won four trophies including that for the Shuttle Cock 

Relay, one of the most prestigious trophies in the school. 

 

Football 

At the Senior Semi-Final we gave Grier House a shocking 3-0 defeat. Despite the 

presence of prominent members of the school football team on their side, we 

outclassed them in all aspects of the game. We drew 1-1 with Swanston at the final 

and so shared the trophy. Our juniors lost 0-3 to Grier House at the Semi-Final. 

 

Hockey 

We knocked out Swanston House in the Junior semi-final only to be beaten by Grier 

House in the final. Our boys were rather small and this proved a great disadvantage to 

them. We lost 0-1 to Grier House in the Senior semi-final. 

 

Volley Ball 

There were no inter-house matches this year and we continue to be the custodians of 

the shield. 

 

Table-Tennis 

Our supremacy in this sport was confirmed by the victories of both junior and senior 

teams in the inter-House Competitions. 

Our junior team heavily defeated Swanston House 5-0 in the Semi-final and went on 

to win the trophy by similarly defeating Grier House 5-2. 

We knocked out Carr House in the Senior semi-final 5-0 and defeated Grier House 5-

1 in the final to win the trophy. I must express my deep gratitude to these boys for 

their brilliant performances in the competitions: Taiwo, Olunu, Solana, Akinkugbe, 

Adesida and Oguntoyinbo I. 
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Cricket 

The competitions for the junior and senior trophies have not been held. We hope to do 

our best in seeing that these trophies are won by the House. 

 

Green Comet 

The enthusiasm of boys as regards the House Magazine is fast waning. They are not 

only uninterested in being contributors to it, but also find it difficult to read the 

contributions of others. I wish to make a strong appeal to Fielders for a change in this 

attitude and to work hard towards maintaining the Green Comet as a living institution 

of the House. 

 

General 

This has been the most remarkable year in my life so far. It has been a year during 

which I had been offered the rare opportunity of learning and unlearning very many 

things. 

 

At the beginning of the year, the introduction of new ideas by Mr. J. A. Balogun, the 

former House Master, met with stiff opposition from some senior sixth-formers who 

had had the ill-conceived idea that they had reached a stage very much above 

discipline. In the ensuing period of moulding, I was occasionally called upon to bear 

the burden. I must hereby express my profound gratitude to my classmates and 

friends, Awoseyi, Ogunbiyi, Ayodele, Puddicombe, Oladipupo, who stood very firm 

by me when the going was tough. Their ready words of advice were a source of 

inspiration to me and I will be eternally grateful for their staunch belief in a 

disciplined Field House. 

 

I am very grateful to Fielders for making this a meaningful year for me. To those boys 

who were dutiful and grumbled little, our representatives on the sports field and my 

prefects who rendered loyal services to support me and my office, I give my hearty 

thanks. I am very happy and proud to have had the opportunity to serve and lead you 

all. I am very grateful to those who gave me this opportunity and to Fielders for 

enabling me to make use of it the proper way. 

 

I am also grateful to Messrs J. A. Balogun and C. A. Adeyemo for their fatherly 

interest in me and in the House. I wish Mr. S. A. Ajayi a very successful time in his 

new office. 

 

Finally, I appeal to the entire members of the House to keep our noble flag flying aloft 

by maintaining the very high standard of neatness, respect and obedience to authority 

to which they have succeeded.  
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Let Field House continue to be a torch bearer, a model and source of pride and joy to 

the school. I will always pray for God's blessings on all your efforts. 

 

I wish Ogunyinka an even happier tenure of office. 

 

UP GREEN ! ! 

Olumide Onakoya 

Head of House, 1971 
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Grier House Report 
'Sapere Aude ' 

 

House Master  -   Mr. O. Oguntonade 

House Tutor                - Mr. O. Mustapha 

Head of House            -  Gbenga Ogunmoyela 

Senior Powellite          -  Kio Abo 

Other Powellites  -  Tunji Makanju, Ayodeji Ogunsola, Abayomi Olasimbo, 

Kayode Adepoju, Ibukun Falusi, Rotimi Jaiyesimi, Tunde Okuboyejo,  Ayodeji  Oni,  

Afolabi  Oyekan,  Tokunbo Olusile, Biodun Oduwole, Kunle Macauley, Jide Elemide. 

 

Mr. A.O. Arodudu, our efficient, able and hard-working housemaster left us during 

the third term, after about seven years of self-less service, for the post of Senior 

House Master in the school. However, the appointment of our former House Tutor, 

Mr. Oguntonade, as his successor, is quite welcome and so is that of the house-tutor. 

Jaiyesimi was appointed Deputy Head of House at the beginning of the third term 

while Elemide was made a house prefect at the same time. Salu, Ogunbayo, Tade, 

Denloye, Baderin, Ogbede and Omosowon left us at various times of the year while 

Ogunjobi, Onadeko and Oladiji also joined us at different times of the year. 

 

Academic Achievements 

Babalakin came first in the annual house test for new boys and was as usual awarded 

the Banjo Prize. 

 

Five of our last year's final year Higher School Certificate students had their 

certificates while others did well in their General Certificate of Education. Olumoko, 

a Grierson, had an inspiring result; the best in the Arts section. All the Griersons who 

took part in the West African School Certificate Examination came out successfully. 

 

House Organisation 

The year started with a record population of about 165 boys, the highest ever, hence 

we had a little problem with accommodation, which was duly dealt with. With the co-

operation of the lower-six Powellites, the house master and house tutor, new measures 

were introduced to maintain the standard of discipline in the house and inculcate in 

Griersons, a sense of belonging to the House. With much pressure, the bad eggs were 

changed for the better and made to develop a sense of loyalty to the authority. 

 

I must at this point mention the co-operation I received from some of my mates who 

proved themselves to be worthy friends and stood by me thick and thin. To others, I 

say well, no hard feelings. 
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Sports and Games 

On the sports field, we were a force to be reckoned with this year. Most of our 

trophies were lost last year but with stronger determination, the willing co-operation 

of boys and above all the continued inspiration from several sources especially the 

house master, we recorded quite a number of successes this year.  

 

Athletics 

For some years now, we have been merely participants in Athletics, although we have 

always had the satisfaction that our best had been done. However, things took a new 

turn for the better this year. 

With the help of the secretaries, Olusile and Macauley, and captain Abo, and athletes 

like Orungbemi, a new lower-sixth former, and Falusi, a lot was achieved. The usual 

early morning road work yielded good dividends, Thanks to Orungbemi, we became 

custodians of the 440 yards and 220 yards trophies in which he set new records as 

well as the Victor Ludorum Trophy for the best individual athlete of the year! Our 

usual last position was passed to Field House and in all we won about six trophies. 

 

Football 

Our Senior team fell to a low-rated Field House team in the semi-final 3-1 due to lack 

of practice. However efforts were geared up in the coaching of the juniors who like 

wounded lions mercilessly oppressed the Fielders in the semi-final and with the 

impregnable defence manned by Ogunniyi at the centre-half position gave them no 

chance. They were beaten 3-0. In the finals, with all odds against us, the boys again 

humiliated the Swanston House giants 1 - 0 to win the trophy. 

 

Hockey 

The house set a record this year which I hope will be followed up in years to come. 

Overnight, Griersons developed a keen interest in the game and acquired the 

knowledge of the modern tactics of the game. The house, first time ever, produced 

three prominent members of the school first eleven. 

 

In the inter-house matches, the junior team upset Carr House 1-0 in the semi-finals 

and went on to capture the trophy by trouncing Field House 2-0 in the finals. The 

senior team with a lot of hard work and determination sent out Field House again in 

the semi-finals by a lone goal and went to the finals. I hope with better co-operation, it 

will become a livelier institution in the house. 

 

General 

Without being prejudicial, I will proudly say that this year has been a huge success. A 

spirit of oneness now prevails amongst Griersons and in discipline and punctuality to 

places, we have become a symbol of emulation. 
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I hope you will all keep the flag flying. To my Powellites, and the very co-operative 

ones, I say a big thank you. I have enjoyed every bit of my stay in the house, and this 

year has been full of experiences which I believe would redound to my life. I have 

tasted what it is like to lead and give one's services and I can truly say that I have not 

failed in my conscientious desire to leave the house better than I met it. I have acted in 

the best interest of everybody and I couldn't have done any better. However, where I 

have failed, just remember, I cannot be perfect. 

 

With the help of Mr. Shoaga, the house now has a new radio bought by the School. 

 

However, my review of the year would be incomplete if I fail to mention the constant 

fatherly guidance and personal interest I found in my former house master, Mr. 

Arodudu whose steadfast backing gave me the confidence I needed to see me through 

my duties. I do hope the house would continue to enjoy his good service. With hard 

work, the high standard of discipline he left in the house will be upheld. 

 

However, I wish Mr. Oguntonade an even greater success in his new office. 

 

Griersons, I have had your co-operation and it is my greatest hope that your next head 

of house enjoys a greater co-operation and understanding from you, realising that his 

responsibilities are in the interests of the house. 

 

I wish him a more successful tenure of office.  

 

May God bless us all. 

 

UP MAROON!! 

 

'Gbenga Ogunmoyela 

Head of House 1971 
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Coming To Government College Ibadan 

  
For me, coming to GCI for my Higher School in 1970 was a revolt against a system 

that kept some sets of students in some special schools tagged Government 

Colleges/schools at States or Federal levels. These fortunate students were over 

pampered, provided with the best of everything from learning facilities including the 

crème-de-la-crème of teaching staff, to sports to feeding and boarding only for a 

peanut as school fees compared with what the larger proportion of the remaining 

unfortunate students that ended up in far less standard schools paid. In my primary 

school days, I had the false impression that these schools were meant for children of 

the rich or those whose parents were well connected. A common joke then was that 

applying to such schools for admission if you did not belong was a waste of your 

money as the white men would use your money for tea and cigarette - many of their 

teachers were expatriates. 

 

My first contact with GCI was sometime in 1967. I was part of the Chess Team from 

Ijebu Ode Grammar School {JOGS} that met GCI in a Chess Tournament. It was no 

surprise that we were thoroughly trashed - 7 to 1 or 5 to 1. In the country of the blind, 

the one eyed man is said to be the King. I was junior Chess Champion for my school 

but did not win any game in that tournament, an event that Sammy Osho still taunts 

me with to date. That was the year I decided that 1 had to cross over to GCI for my 

HSC, even when it entailed scaling the fence in my school to attend the interview as 

there was no way I could have gotten an exeat for the trip. 

 

At about 6 weeks old in the school, I got a surprise call from the Principal, Chief J. B. 

Ojo. Such calls where I came from usually had to do with a serious offence. Offences 

that entailed summoning a student before the principal usually fetched days of grass 

cutting or suspension. You can therefore imagine the pace at which my heart was 

beating by the time I got to Chief Ojo. The man must have seen how shaken I was as 

he did not keep me for too long. 

 

The conversation was brief: 

 

Principal: Are you Babajide Puddicombe? 

Me:   Yes Sir 

Principal: I've just received a letter from your Principal Rev. Ade Osinsanya  

  asking me to send you back to him. Do you want to go back? 

Me:   No Sir Principal: You can go. 

 

My joy knew no bounds. 
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Field House 

I came from a Green House in JOGS to a Green House in GCI. This to me was no 

coincidence but a divine arrangement as I did not opt for any of the Houses. Without 

trying to sound partial, they were the best houses in both schools, with the highest 

collection of level headed and well behaved students. 

 

Hosanna Lodge 

The number of hours for prep in JOGS almost doubled that in GCI. Adjusting to this 

was an issue. I was determined to be one of those in front of the biology group from 

the word go. Knowing that could not be feasible with the reading arrangement I was 

not used to, I decided to tap light from the toilet to the Box Room situated within the 

house grounds to enable me read as far into the night as I could. I got the 2.5mm cable 

for the extension from an abandoned burnt workshop on the way to the football field. 

 

Hosanna Lodge, a tag by my colleagues in Field House, was indeed an innovation as 

there was nothing like it before then. At first everybody kept a distance. Perhaps it 

was because burning the midnight candles was alien to them or they were afraid of the 

consequences of the discovery by the school authorities. I was the only lodger for 

almost seven weeks. I got all the boxes neatly arranged in the lower shelves and 

created a space for myself on the last shelf. The space just managed to accommodate 

me sitting upright with my back against the wall and head almost touching the ceiling. 

 

With light now in the Box Room, boys didn't need any torch to pick things from their 

boxes after lights out. All they needed to do was to gently open the door, pick 

whatever they wanted and quietly leave. One evening, the door opened, as usual I 

expected someone to come in but this did not happen. I turned from where I was on 

the last shelf to see what was happening. That movement was what gave me away 

because standing at the door and about to turn back was the Principal. He was startled 

while I was fixed in shock. He did all the talking: 

 

"What are you doing there? He asked. Eh, you mean you are reading? Just make sure 

you don't doze off. He closed the door and drove off. I was too shocked to utter a 

word. His visit was like an official approval of Hosanna Lodge as my tenants started 

coming from then on. 

 

The Cadet Unit 

One could count the number of secondary schools in the whole country with an Army 

Cadet Unit on the fingers of one hand. It was another one of the privileges enjoyed by 

some of the Government Colleges in the country then. The unit caught my fancy and I 

enlisted.  
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We represented the school in the March-Past by schools, labour organisations and at 

other events organised to mark the country's independence every 1st of October. The 

school provided a complete set of White Long-Sleeve Shirt, a pair of Grey Trousers 

and a School Tie for every cadet that took part in the March-Past. I found this very 

fascinating. The school came first in the March - Past on the two occasions that I was 

a member of the cadet team. As a cadet, I attended a course in firefighting and rescue 

operation, a training that I still cherish to date. 

 

65/71 Set 

I can't but confess that I count myself extremely lucky to belong to this unique set, 

one of the very best ever produced by the school. A set where almost everybody came 

out in grade 1 in WASC. A set with the highest number of professionals ever. A set 

that produced the highest number of Medical Doctors {26 or 28} in the history of the 

school. One can go on and on. The set is made up of talented Sportsmen, Musicians, 

Actors, Debaters in addition to geniuses. 

 

I used to marvel at the way some of them in the national Hockey and Cricket teams 

went on National and International Tours with these teams for 6 to 8 weeks in a 

12week-term, returned to copy notes of those of us that were around 24/7 and still 

passed the end of term exams. The set also produce National Captains for these teams.  

 

Excellent/Outstanding Academic achievements were not seen as big deals but as the 

norm. The set produced the winner of the Western Nigeria John F. Kennedy Essay 

Competition in 1971 and the person that scored the highest mark Nationwide in our 

final HSC Biology Practical examination. There was no noise whatsoever about these 

two outstanding events among a host of others. As a matter of fact, I never got to 

know of the latter until recently. Some of those that could be described as layabouts in 

our school days are today Medical Doctors, PhD holders & graduates in other fields. 

That is the 6571 Set for you. 

 

I declare without fear of contradiction that ours is a set that is ever ready to assist one 

another. An example/comparison will suffice: I once booked an appointment to see a 

member of the set who was CEO of a Multinational Organization, I got there on 

schedule. I had never felt so elated and so proud to belong to the set. I got a Red 

Carpet Reception from the gate to his office on the 3rd or 4th floor. I could hear 

whispers of MD's classmate as a security man ushered me to his office. On the 

contrary, when a friend {who was supposed to be close} from my first school became 

the GM of a Lagos State Corporation, as the president of the class set, I organised a 

reception in a 4-Star Hotel for him. He came to the event with friends, relations, his 

PA, Secretary and some other members of his office.  
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Not too long after, I called him during office hours {there was no GSM then} for an 

obligation. The secretary who was very polite on picking the call asked me to wait 

while she connected me to her boss, soon returned with a rude "I'm sorry he is not on 

seat" and dropped the phone. I did not need any one to interpret what must have 

transpired between her and her boss when she announced my name. 

 

To God be the Glory for the good things he had done for members of 65/71 set and 

for granting us the Grace to mark 50/45yrs of our admission into Government College 

Ibadan. 

 

LONG LIVE GCI 65/71 SET!  

LONG LIVE GCI!!  

LONG LIVE THE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF NIGERIA!!! 

 

Sir Dr John Babajide Puddicombe 

1970 
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Government College Of My Time 

 
I was admitted to GCI in 1970 for the Higher School Certificate. The subjects I chose 

made me a right candidate for the Arts Class. I was placed in Carr House. Up Orange! 

There, I became a House mate or Roommate of the likes of Derin Adewunmi, Late 

Yomi Agboola (RIP), Bayo Bello, Niyi Ademola (my Lord), Sola Cole, and Segun 

Oshinyimika. 

 

GCI was not all study and no play. There was adventure too! I remember the day I 

"bolted" out to Scala Cinema along with some accomplices (I only remember Derin 

Adewunmi and the Late Yomi Agboola) to see a James Bond movie. Of course we 

had no 'exeat' or permit for a night out but we arranged our beds to look like they 

were occupied. We got to Scala and who did we see? Our house master Mr Aluko. 

Unknown to us he had seen some of us. 

 

Taxis were no longer running when the movie ended, so we trekked to J. Allen and 

hitched a ride on the back of an open truck going to Abeokuta. Surprisingly, on 

getting to the school gate, the driver did not stop. We panicked. Apparently the driver 

was having fun at our expense. He finally stopped and we had a long walk to Carr 

House. Meanwhile Mr Aluko had an easy ride in his car back to school and was 

waiting for us. 

 

To our eternal delight, Mr Aluko did not punish us even though he had carefully 

established our guilt when he took a roll call before we arrived. Having been let off 

the hook, we were now more concerned about what could have happened if the truck 

driver had taken us to Abeokuta! 

 

I enjoyed the Inter-house sports competitions. We competed for laurels and trophies. 

Those of us who were not active athletes also contributed some points to the score of 

their respective Houses during the season in whatever sport you felt able to. Everyone 

contributed towards the points for the House. The communal spirit was infectious.  

 

Up Orange!! 

 

Olumuyiwa AdurojaEsq, SAN (1970)  

SCHOOL NO. 2244 
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"GCI Made Me" 
Reflections of a Sixth Former (Arts) 1970-1971. 

 

For reasons lost to history of the twists and turns in Nigeria's educational system, 

Government College Ibadan had discontinued with Higher School Certificate 'Arts" 

only to resume it in 1969 and fortuitously I was among the second set to enroll for the 

programme in 1970 with bright starry-eyed youths, cherry-picked from top-ranked 

schools who were later to become titans in their various field of human endeavour. 

 

Names that immediately spring to mind include Fioye Bajowa, former Head of 

Service Ondo State; Muyiwa Aduroja SAN, former Commissioner of Justice, Osun 

State; Niyi Ademola, serving High Court Judge; Prof. Poju (Shepson) Adeleke of 

Redeemers' University; Seth Odeneye, former M.D. Academy Press; the late Kenny 

Simpson, Senior Manager NAL Merchant Bank; Prof. Israel Taiwo among many 

other illustrious names. But non-descript youth we were in January 1970, quite unable 

to discern where our fates would lead us. 

 

"Good morning boys", our Economics teacher intoned. "Good morning Sir!" we 

chorused, most of us with curiosity laced with some trepidation as this was the very 

first contact some of us would have with this subject, having not studied it at the 

'O'level. 

 

"You know boys, it is better to attend a boys’ only school. And teach in one. Why?" 

We were bemused and our countenance betrayed this. "Because by the time you keep 

saying "boys and girls...." the time has gone!" We all looked at ourselves and 

chuckled heartily, tension de-fused, immediately latching on to this humorous teacher, 

Mr Aluko. He made the subject come alive, from the first day. Everyone in the school 

could thereafter testify that Mr. Aluko, taught, breathed, walked and in all ways 

demonstrated the quintessential Economics teacher that any neophyte of this subject 

could wish to have. Little wonder that we had good grades in this subject, yours truly 

scoring a decent ‘B’ only after a two year Aluko-inspired stint and young Sethie went 

on to be the best student in Economics at Ahmadu Bello University a few years later. 

Professors Adeleke and Taiwo went on to cap these up with Ph.D. in Economics and 

cognate field of Business Administration much later. 

 

As it was with our Economics teachers, Messrs Aluko and Mr Balogun, so it was with 

the other crop of teachers, all dedicated professionals who exuded such scholarship 

and absolute commitment to see us excel, that is unmatched in any other institutions 

that you0s truly ever attended. Was it Mrs Beatrice Ogunode, Mr Ajayi, history 

teachers; or Messrs Arodudu and Oyekan who taught English that could be faulted? 
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None at all. It is with blessed nostalgia that one remembers them and the noble GCI 

spirit of serious attention to academics that they inculcated in all of us pupils. 

 

By the time the HSC results of the 1st set came out and we learnt that Olumoko, 

Adeyekun, Sogbesan and others totalling five (5) had made 'A' in their HSC History 

results, we following in their footsteps knew that if we didn't make our own A', we 

had effectively failed! Such is the impact of attending a good school with entrenched 

traditions, where in accordance with the Yoruba proverb, you have a lot of "eshin 

iwaju..." 

 

A word about the tradition of academic excellence that one was able to observe and 

imbibe as a GCI product. As a precocious and talented pupil that I was, there was that 

needed push to get to the top and actualise that potential. This cannot be taught, it can 

only be acquired through peer influence and environmental impact. GCI tradition 

provided this for me by the bucketful. Coming from Comprehensive High School 

Aiyetoro, a rival institution especially in the sports arena, I quickly discovered that the 

motivation to study and excel academically was light years ahead in GCI, such that 

the average from two or three pupil took his exams and reading requirements more 

seriously than the WASCE candidate back at my former school. I had to....."up the 

ante..." such that I became a bookworm competing effectively with the school 

certificate boys at burning the midnight oil, for my Higher School Certificate studies.  

 

With my qualitative tutelage at the hands of the finest set of teachers anyone could 

have in any Government school in those days, and the tradition of serious 

commitment to studies demonstrable by any one GCI pupil, it was a good story at the 

HSC exam. Furthermore the 3-year degree programme at the University of Ibadan 

was more or less a breeze. So adequately prepared had I been at the two-year pre-

degree programme at GCI, where sports and studies had been so well blended. 

 

Sports? Yes Sports! Apart from getting my standard points at the athletics field I do 

recall that my dalliance with table tennis which has now become a life-long romance, 

started at GCI. Osho in Upper Sixth form and the School Table Tennis Captain was a 

Grierson. He held a meeting with all interested players and, enthusiast that I was, I 

squeezed myself into the circle. I recall Abiola Taiwo (Eda) saying that he "was 

terribly sure of making the team", whereby Osho challenged him as to why he would 

say that he "was terribly sure of making the team" I quickly snuggled close to Taiwo 

and came under his canopy. He not only made the team, he built the team, and with 

his skills and stylish play, he revolutionised the game in GCI and taught me how to 

really hold a bat!! To his credit and mine, after my enhanced reading sessions came 

table tennis and "ragging" with rivals like "Corky the cat khokho", "Lomilo", 

"Bekilo", Olugbile and "Sopra" all in Grier.  
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Also healthy rivalry and slight edge from Taiwo "Eda", Olunu and Solaja of Field 

House. I went on to play for Kuti Hall in U.I. and also for Mobil Oil Nig. Plc in the 

Oil Industry Games to show that this "boy" is not about all work and no play, thanks 

to Taiwo and to GCI that provided us with high quality facilities and equipment in the 

first place. The bats which the school provided for us with little or no prompting are 

only to be found with those that play for Nigeria professionally, today. Not in any 

school. 

 

Which brings one to the issue how and why things have degenerated on all fronts in 

Nigeria today. Why we cannot provide for our children the facilities and qualitative 

education that we enjoyed as pupils. As Wole Soyinka said, we are the wasted 

generation and it behoves us to search and find answers to this poser, so that we could 

honestly strive to leave the world a better place than we met it. If we don't succeed in 

doing this, any congratulatory back-slapping and other self-adulatory gestures would 

ring hollow. Nigeria was seen as a developing country with great potentials in the 

1960s and 70s as the awakening giant of Africa; but within a few decades things 

turned awry and the whole scenario now looks more like a collapsing edifice. Why 

this volte-face? 

 

Nigeria has been plagued with bad leadership over the years, especially military 

regimes that did not run the country with sound economic principles and templates of 

the rule of law. But interest groups and organisations with sound ideas and ideals too 

should have come up to proffer solutions to our hydra-headed problems and to point 

out alternative ways forward for our society. Rather than do this, it has been escapism 

and self-centredness galore, turning Nigeria into a land of every man for himself and 

God for all. This has accelerated our descent into a virtual dog-eat-dog society where 

superstition and corruption have taken a stranglehold on our collective psyche. We 

had a healthy dosage of religious education and practical exposure in Sunday 

attendance at Chapel and Jumat service for muslims. Any further deepening of faith 

such as the Baptist students' Union and Scripture Union helped entrench these values, 

because fundamentally we were being channeled along the ethos of hard work leading 

to success; to work hard first and pray to God to crown our efforts with deserved 

success. We now tend to simply resign and expect the heavens to pour down success.  

And when success doesn't come, we resort to manipulation and trickery. 

 

It is only when we can see the world as an interwoven entity where there is relentless 

pursuit of justice and equity and where everyone's rights are guaranteed that there will 

be peace and progress in the world. The human spirit abhors injustice. These were the 

ideals that we were taught in the honest academic tutelage and in contests of tests and 

exams.  
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Also in the sporting exertions. We have been taught to strive and compete fairly while 

being our brother's keeper and to believe that honest hard work leads to success in 

life. It therefore bothers one that we would now veer off this honourable path because 

of frustrations and manipulations in the society, and be looking for quick-fixes. 

 

In short......why have we gone through school, and have not allowed school to go 

through us? 

 

Unfortunately in the world, there are usually more questions than answers. Wishing 

all of us celebrants a blissful thoughtful fiftieth anniversary of pristine aurorean love. 

 

Olusegun Olatunde Oyegbami. 

1970 
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CLASS INFORMATION 
 

 

S/N 
NAME 

SCH. 

NO. 
PRY. SCHOOL 

YEAR OF 

ENTRY 

YEAR 

LEFT 

SCHOOL 

HOUSE 

01 Abiose Yinka      

02 Abo Kb  1536  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1971  
 

03 Aboaba Wole  1537  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1971  Swanston  

04 Adebiyi Kayode  1539  Methodist Sch. 1 Oke-Ado, Ib. 1965  1971  Field  

05 Adelekan Debo  1538  St. Patrick’s Catholic Sch. Lag.  1965  1970  Carr  

06 Adeleke Adepoju  2208  
 

1970  1971  Grier  

07 Ademola Niyi  2209  
 

1970  1971  Carr  

08 Adenaike Funso  1540  Alafia Institute Mokola, Ibadan  1965  1969  Swanston  

09 Adepoju Kayode  1541  St Luke’s Dem. School, Ibadan  1965  1971  Grier  

10 Aderemi Towo  1542  Victory School Ibadan  1965  1969  Grier  

11 Adesanya Bambo  1543  Victory School Ibadan  1965  1969  Grier  

12 Adewunmi Derin  1544  Markay Memorial Sch Osogbo  1965  1971  Carr  

13 Adewuyi Afeez  1545  Ebenezer ACS Ekotedo Ibadan  1965  1970  Field  

14 Adeyemi Olayode  1546  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1970  Field  

15 Adojutelegan 

Olajide  
1548  St. Paul’s Arigidi Akoko  1965  1969  Field  

16 Aduroja Muyiwa  2244  Omofe Primary School, Ilesa  1970  1971  Carr  

17 Agboolavomi  1549  St. Luke School Jo5  1965  1971  Carr  

18 Ajala Bunmi  1550  ICC OkeBola Ibadan  1965  1971  Field  

19 Ajibola Obafemi  1551  Ebenezer ACS Ekotedo Ibadan  1965  1970  Grier  

20 AkindijiAyo  1552  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1970  Carr  

21 Akingbade Bola  1553  ICC Pry Sch Mokola  1965  1970  Grier  

22 Akinlade Kayode  2222  Omodewa Pry. Sch._Ido-Ekiti  1970  1971  Field  

23 Akinmola Bankole  1554  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1969  Grier  

24 Akinyede Samuel  1556  St. Mary’s Sch. Ode Ekiti  1965  1969  Swanston  

25 Allen  

Akinbowale  
1557  St. James Ogunpa lbadan  1965  1971  Field  

26 
Amole Bayo  1558  

St. Luke Dem Sch. Molete, 

lbadan  
1965  1971  Grier  

27 Ashaolu Niyi  1559  St. John’s Iloro Ilesa  1965  1969  Field  

28 Atere Oluremi  1560  ICC Inalende Ibadan  1965  1969  Carr  

29 Atewologun Laja   Ebenezer ACS Ekotedo Ibadan  1965  1971  Swanston  

30 Atolagbe Afolabi  2223   1970  1971  Swanston  

31 Awoseyi Jare  1562  Meth Pry School Ile-Ife  1965  1971  Field  

32 Ayodele Bayo  1563  Dem Sch. Evboneka Benin City  1965  1971  Field  

33 
Babalola Turide  1564  

St Patrick School Oke-Padira 

Ibadan  
1965  1969  Grier  

34 Babarinsa Yemi  1565  Maryhill Cony Sch, Ibadan  1965  1969  Grier  

35 Babayale Deen  1566  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1971  Carr  

36 Balogun Femi  1567  Christ Apostolic Oniyanrin, Ib. 1965  1969  Swanston  
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37 Banjoko Seyi  1568  St Williams Cath_Sch_lbadan  1965  1969  Field  

38 Beckley Olufela  1569  Abadina Pry Sch_ibadan  1965  1971  Grier  

39 Belo Bayo  1570  St. Michael Ang. Sch Kaduna  1965  1971  Carr  

40 Bola-Sadipe Biodun  1603  Apapa Baptist School  1965  1970  Carr  

41 Cole Sola  1571  Ebenezer ACS Ekotedo lbadan  1965  1971  Carr  

42 Dada Lanre  1572  ICC Moor Plantation  1965  1969  Field  

43 Demuren Deji  1573  Yaba Methodist School, Lagos  1965  1969  Swanston  

44 Edeko Pius  1574  ICC Oke Bola Ibadan  1965  1969  Swanston  

45 Edun Gabriel  1704  Holy Trinity Sch., Ebute-Ero  1966  1969  Carr  

46 El-Schaeddhaei 

Adeyoju Felix  
1547  

ICC School  

Inalende Ibadan  
1965  1971  Field  

47 Ibikunle Gbenga  1575  St Luke’s School, Jos  1965  1969  Swanston  

48 Lapite Olufunmi  1576  Ereko Meth. Sch., Lagos  1965  1969  Carr  

49 Makanju Tunji  2213   1970  1971  Grier  

50 
Makanjuola Dele  1577  

UMC Demonstration School 

lbadan  
1965  1971  Swanston  

51 Nelson Okri  1578  ICC Moore Plantation  1965  1969  Field  

52 Nwaesei Victor  1721   1966  1969  Field  

53 Odeneye Seth  1579  Emmanuel Sch Isonyin  1965  1971  Swanston  

54 Oduntan Kayode  1580  Ebenezer ACS, Ibadan  1965  1971  Field  

55 Ogunbiyi Tokunbo  1824   1967  1971  Field  

56 Ogunlana Kolawole  1581  ICC Pry Moor Plantation  1965  1969  Field  

57 Ogunleye Michael  1582  Olubi Memo Sch. Ibadan  1965  1969  Carr  

58 Ogunmola Kunle 2226   1970  1971  Grier  

59 Ogunmoyela 

Gbenga  
1583  DC Town School Oyo  1965  1971  Grier  

60 
Ogunnaike Jide  1584  

Ago ljaye Meth  

Sch. Ebute Metta  
1965  1971  Swanston  

61 Ogunrinde Seye  1585  DC Town School_0yo  1965  1970  Field  

62 Ogunsola Biodun  1586  Wesley School Elekuro Ibadan  1965  1969  Swanston  

63 Ogunsola Ayo  1587  ICC Oke Bola Ibadan  1965  1971  Grier  

64 Oguntola 

Christopher  
1588  Ebenezer ACS Ekotedo Ibadan  1965  1969  Swanston  

65 
Oke Okeniyi  1604  

Alafia Baptist School Fiditi 

Oyo  
1965  1969  Carr  

66 Okparanta Uzoanya  1589  ICC Pry Moor Plantation  1965  1972  Carr  

67 Olaopa Olakunle  1590  Ebenezer ACS Ekotedo Ibadan  1965  1969  Swanston  

68 Olasimbo Yomi  1591  Alafia Institute, Ibadan  1965  1971  Grier  

69 Olunuga Bunmi  1592  Africa Church School, Wari  1965  1969  Swanston  

70 Olurinde Femi  2216   1970  1971  Grier  

71 Olusanya Dele  1593  St. James Ogunpa, Ibadan  1965  1969  Grier  

72 
Onakoya Olu  1595  

Govt. Dem. Sch. Surulere 

Lagos  
1963  1971  Field  

73 Oni Bunmi  1596  ICC Pry Moor Plantation  1965  1970  Field  

74 Onifade Rotimi  1597  U. M. S. Esa-Oke  1965  1969  Swanston  
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75 Osemeikhian 

Emmanuel  
1598  St. Phillips School, Abraka  1965  1971  Carr  

76 Oshinyimika Segun  1599  Ebenezer ACS, Oke-Ado  1965  1971  Carr  

77 Oso Samuel  1600  Yaba Methodist School_Lagos  1965  1969  Grier  

78 Ososanya Jobi  1601  St. John’s Aroloya, Lagos  1965  1969  Grier  

79 Oyegbami Segun  2217   1970  1971  Field  

80 Oyenuga Dotun  1602  Abadina School lbadan  1965  1970  Grier  

81 Puddicombe Jide  2230  Yaba Meth Pry Sch  1965  1971  Field  

82 Saola Lekan  1605  ICC Pry Moor Plantation  1965  1970  Field  

83 
Shopeju Bode  1606  

Children Home Sch. Molete 

Ibadan  
1965  1969  Swanston  

84 Simpson Kehinde  2218   1970  1970  Carr  

85 Soremekun Tunde  1607  Yaba Methodist School Lagos  1965  1971  Swanston  

86 Smith Yemi  1608  Ladi-Lak Sch Yaba  1965  1970  Field  

87 Taiwo Abiola  2237      

88 Wellington Bankole  1609  St. Luke’s Dem Sch Ibadan  1965  1971  Swanston  

89 Williams Olamide  1610  St. Peters, Faji Lagos  1965  1971  Carr  
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THOSE WHO JOINED US IN 1970 

 

 

 

 

 

 

S/N NAME SCHOOL 

NUMBER 

S/N NAME SCHOOL 

NUMBER 

01 ADEBAYO, O.  2207 18 AYOADE, E.O. 2224 

02 ADELEKE, A  2208  19 DARAMOLA, J  2225  

03 ADEMOLA, F  2209  20 OGUNMOLA, A  2226  

04 BAJOWA, F  2210  21 OLUBODUN, J.S.  2227  

05 DANIEL, T  2211  22 OLULADE, O. 2228  

06 FABUNMI, S  2212  23 OPATOLA, T.S.  2229  

07 MAKANJU, O 2213  24 PUDDICOMBE, B  2230  

08 OGUNDELE, O   2214  25 FALUSI, I 2231  

09 OLADELE, J  2215  26 OLADIPUPO, I  2232  

10 OLURINDE, O 2216  27 OLADIRAN, S B 2234  

11 OYEGBAMI, O  2217  28 OLAOFE,J.O.  2235  

12 SIMPSON, K  2218  29 ONISEMO, M  2236  

13 SOWEMIMO, A  2219  30 TAIWO, A   2237  

14 TAIWO, I 2220  31 ADUROJA, M  2244  

15 YUSSUF, M  2221  32 DUVII.E, R  2245  

16 AKIN LADE, J K   2222  33 SUNMONU, G  2246  

17 ATOLAGBE, A  2223     
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PICTURE GALLERY 

 

 
March Past 1965 

 

 

 

 

 
Grier House Boys 
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From Left: Ayodele, Williams, Awoseyi were the 1965 boys in the 

school athletics team 

 

 

 
Another set of Grier House Boys. 
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Table Tennis Team 

 

 

 
Volley Ball Team 
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Lawn Tennis Team 

 

 

 
Practising Table Tennis 
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Carr House Boys 

 

 

 
Football Team 

 

 

 
Cricket Team 
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Athletics Team 

 

 

 
Hockey Team 

 

 

 
Sixth Form students, Carr House 1970 
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Principal of GCI John Dereck Bullock, with the Governor 

of then Western State of Nigeria, Maj. Gen. Robert Adebayo on his 

visit to GCI in 1967. 
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Swanston House, 1969. 
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